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events, meetings, and holidays. Visits to family and
friends. And then, a viral pandemic happened. At THINK,

we rushed to invite our authors to make sense of the new situation.
Our focus section starts with lessons from the past – pandemics
have happened before, leaving plenty of lessons to learn. Economic
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recessions, too, are cyclical. Economists use familiar models to predict
them. At the same time, the situation demanded leaving one’s comfort
zone and quickly picking up new skills. University of Malta academics
share what it was like for them to shift to online learning, or to provide
services to people in Malta. What is it like for a nursing student to
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serve as a translator? For a genetics team to remotely take care of
sensitive work they spent years developing? For media houses to lose
advertising revenues when accurate information can become a matter
of life and death?
As unique as this situation is, we did not want the whole magazine
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to be only about COVID-19. Researchers continue breaking out
of many other comfort zones, and we are glad to showcase their
achievements. In this edition, you will read about jellyfish spotting,
public transport, and seabirds, as well as the deeply personal subject
of fertility.
Many are saying that we should never return to the old normality.
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After the initial shock, we can hopefully engage our creativity to make
sense of what happened, and think outside another box.
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Matthew Camilleri, working in isolation, to
ensure that the welfare of fruit flies is not at
risk during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Photo by Dr Ruben J. Cauchi

A precious living library
Author: Dr Ruben J. Cauchi

most common motor neuron disease

team back several months. However,

have helped scientists discover

in adults. Considered as superheroes

knowing that the UM’s fly stock

innumerable secrets about humanity.

in neuroscience research, flies share

collection is being cared for during

Over 1,000 types of these flies are living

an astonishing degree of genetic and

these dark months has put the mind

at the University of Malta’s (UM) Motor

biological similarity with humans.

of fly researchers, many of whom are

Neuron Disease (MND) Laboratory.

Genetically engineering them involves

PhD students, to rest. The essential

Each type or ‘stock’ is unique, and

tweaking the fly’s DNA or inserting

work of animal husbandry staff during

UM researchers have generated the

pieces of human DNA to create flies

this unprecedented crisis ensures that

majority of stocks through genetic

that mimic the human disease more

flies can continue to be utilised on

engineering over the last 11 years. Flies

accurately.

UM’s lab benches for new research

need constant care, fly food needs to

Lab assistant Matthew Camilleri

breakthroughs on ALS/MND, once
normal life resumes.

be freshly prepared, and stocks must be

safeguards Malta’s Fly Stock Collection.

monitored to avoid overpopulation and

He continues to come to UM for

sudden death. The COVID-19 pandemic

this essential work: caring for the

Dr Ruben J. Cauchi leads the

has forced universities worldwide to

university’s precious fly stocks. Together

University of Malta ALS/MND

close campuses, leaving researchers

with the lab’s team, he has taken steps

Lab, located at the Centre for

to work and teach from home. But

to curb breeding and scale back long-

Molecular Medicine & Biobanking

research activities, especially the care of

term experiments. The lab’s focus has

and the Department of Physiology

living organisms, have to continue even

turned to maintaining our irreplaceable

& Biochemistry within the Faculty

in the face of a shutdown.

fly stock library, since our fly lines are

of Medicine & Surgery. The research

not available commercially, and every

is funded by the Malta Council for

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)

single line takes years of work and

Science & Technology, an Endeavour

in humans. Through flies, scientists

thousands of euros to generate.

Scholarship (part-financed by the

Living organisms take time to

European Social Fund), ALS Malta

Our lab is using flies to model

worldwide have identified how genetic
defects can cause neuromuscular

repopulate and ramp up experiments.

Foundation, and the University of

problems in patients with ALS – the

The COVID-19 pandemic will set the

Malta’s Research Trust (RIDT).

ALS/MND Lab members
Marija Farrugia, Rebecca Borg, Dr Ruben J. Cauchi, Maia Lanfranco, Matthew Camilleri, and Rebecca Borg
Photo by James Moffett

Toolkit

F

ruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster)
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WITHOUT

BORDERS
Probiotics to
the rescue
Author: Daiva Repeckaite

I

t started with a high school project. ‘Every year, the school

funded by the EU’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions. Prof.

needed students to [adopt] a beehive. Eventually I fell in

David Mifsud (University of Malta) initiated this exchange.

love with bees – like everyone does,’ Dr Daniele Alberoni

The conference room was packed with Maltese beekeepers

(University of Bologna) remembers the beginnings of a journey

eager to learn about this state-of-the-art research.

that later became his research, his business, and his lifestyle.
He shared these thoughts with THINK when he visited the

technologies to counteract a particularly nasty honey bee

University of Malta in December 2019. Having become a

gut parasite, Nosema ceranae, which can kill a bee colony in

beekeeper at the age of 16, the Italian scientist is working

a matter of weeks. Alberoni’s own bees have been affected.

to develop new remedies against common bee illnesses.

‘It’s a major problem for me and other beekeepers, because

‘I kept the number of honey bee colonies at five hives.

it’s an exotic disease, so the bees have not [developed]

When I started university, to cover the cost of living and

a defence or a balance of coexistence,’ he says. ‘It also

Erasmus studies abroad, I increased the number of them

shows synergy with other stress factors, such as pesticides.’

to pay with the honey. Now, together with my partner,

The disease is a scientific challenge, too: it is a fungus,

we started a farm,’ Alberoni continues. Their farm,

but it behaves like a virus. ‘It reproduces using the system

currently converting to organic, counts over a hundred

of the host cell to multiply. It is really hard to go inside the

hives, selling honey at local markets and village fairs.

gut epithelial cells of a honey bee to counteract it.’ The

Apart from harvesting honey, beekeepers are also racing
against time and parasites. Climate change and pesticides

Without Borders

are stressing bees out and Alberoni is trying to help them by

6

The international research team is looking for

disease does not show any symptoms right away, and when
bees start getting sick, it is usually too late to take action.
‘Our research in the framework of NO PROBleMS action

boosting their immunity. He visited Malta with his colleague

takes a preventive approach. In addition to measures

Dr Francesca Gaggia (University of Bologna) to take part in

preventing infection, [boosting bees’ immune system]

NO PROBleMS (NOurishing PRObiotics to Bees to Mitigate

is the only way to counteract the emergence of such

Stressors), a Research and Innovation Staff Exchange

subtle and ferocious diseases with eco-friendly methods,’

Dr Daniele Alberoni
Photo by Sarah Zammit

Prof. David Mifsud
Photo by Sarah Zammit

Alberoni says. ‘We want to try
natural compounds, and maybe
mix them to get a better [immunity
boost].’ Plant extracts coupled
with probiotics will be sourced
from Malta and Ireland, and field
experiments are to start this year.
Mifsud is the team leader for this
project in Malta, and he’s hopeful. ‘We
have isolated beneficial bacteria from
honeybees which were never exposed
to pesticides and to varroa [parasitic
mite] treatments. We are culturing
these bacteria in large numbers,
finding efficient and compatible
plant extracts, and combining all
this as a food source for bees. Initial
experiments are giving positive
results. Let's hope all this will work for
from a school project grew into an
international effort to save bees – key
to our economy and environment.

Dr Daniele Alberoni's bee's
Photo by Daniele Alberoni

Without Borders

the benefit of our bees.’ What started

7
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Top: Virtual Nature Tourism (2020)
Bottom: Algorithmic Oracle (2019)
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Art on the cloud
Author: Daiva Repeckaite

I

find it quite interesting that the transition [from face-

submitted some works. ‘It would be interesting to see

to-face to digital communication] is uneasy for some

if the physical space-based galleries would consider the

people. For me it’s all the same,’ says contemporary

online space not only to showcase physical pieces but

artist Letta Shtohryn. Although her artistic practice

also as a space to create new works that live only online,’

suffered when three exhibitions she was to take part

she says, hoping to see similar initiatives in Malta.

in were postponed, her working methods remained

Over the past years, she held numerous artist residencies

unchanged when communication moved online

from Lisbon to Reykjavik. Does she miss travelling when

amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Already in 2019,

confined to her Birkirkara home? ‘Not being in lush and vast

three of her artist residencies were fully digital.

nature, not being able to travel is difficult. You can’t just

A graduate in Digital Arts (University of Malta), Shtohryn

drive off the island. But at the moment the focus has to be

utilises critical media reflections linking the digital with

on those [people] who were fired without notice or those

the tangible, the historic with the current. Shtohryn’s work

struggling to survive. Travel was very important for me, but

explores the intersection between the digital and the

putting it into perspective, it’s just a side thing, I can wait.’

human, coexisting in a world governed by algorithms.
‘In Malta, there is so much resistance to accepting

How does this affect her artistic inspiration? ‘What
I miss the most is the experience of nature. I’ve been

this fact that online is just as real as the physical world.

thinking how one can experience nature through virtual

For me this was always the case, but it’s nice to see that

outdoors inside open-world video games – those where

even conservative institutions are accepting this. It’s no

a player is free to explore the game world. I’ve been

longer something additional,’ the artist tells THINK. ‘Last

working on some performances within video games and

year I curated an online exhibition on a digital platform I

VR worlds,’ the artist reflects, as she prepares to abandon

created, called WhatDoWeDoNow? It was part of the Wrong

her customary installations for pure screen work.

Biennale for digital art, with both online and offline shows.

Shtohryn has already employed a robot for a cleansing

Reactions in Malta were interesting, with some people

ritual (Ritual Crossover 2019) and constructed an

not considering the online part as being “real”. Now when

algorithmic oracle from a SIMS3 video game to project

the screen is our only window to social interactions and

what-if scenarios of a house fire (Algorithmic Oracle,

culture, the exhibition has much more interest from locals.’

2019). The pandemic will be relatively easy to adapt

Shtohryn closely followed the proliferation of
online platforms launched by galleries worldwide, and

to. Her advice to other artists? ‘Just accept the online
world as being real, it’s just the same kind of reality.’

DESIGN

Woman, Holding (2020) and detail of installation element
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Subtitling against exclusion in Malta
Luisa Castorina

I

Subtitling is part of universal design,

Subtitling for deaf and hard

which benefits everyone, not only deaf

of hearing individuals requires

background noises, and music. You

and hard of hearing individuals. The

additional translation techniques and

would miss a source of entertainment

same language subtitling helps many

skills. The subtitler needs to write

and information, and be excluded

of us follow dialogue, understand

down any type of noise or sound,

from conversations around movies

slang or unclear articulation. On the

music, and sometimes non-verbal

and TV series. How annoying

other hand, subtitling is essential for

communication. This may be intra-

and frustrating would that be?

magine watching a documentary or
movie without hearing any voices,

people who cannot follow videos

lingual, meaning the subtitles are in

Subtitling for the deaf and hard of

without a visual aid. In Malta, 1,582

the same language as the programme

hearing can overcome such exclusion.

deaf and hard of hearing people are

or movie, or inter-lingual, meaning

This topic is new for the Maltese

registered with the Commission for

that subtitles are translated and

islands. In 2018, the University of

the Rights of Persons with Disability.

adapted into the language required.

Malta launched a new stream on the

The real number is probably greater.

Master in Translation and Terminology

This population needs accessibility.

of universal design is the first step. If

Malta has made great strides to

TV channels made subtitles a default

Translation. This course is training

support those who are deaf or hard

option, even people without hearing

people who want to make a difference

of hearing. Dr Giselle Spiteri Miggiani,

impairments would benefit. This could

in the audiovisual sector in Malta.

audiovisual translation stream

mean that a group of friends, where

A cohort of dedicated translators

coordinator at the University of Malta,

one or more is a deaf or a hard of

and subtitlers is already working on

is drafting guidelines for subtitling in

hearing individual, can enjoy a movie

Maltese tele-series and documentaries

the Maltese language and in English

together, without excluding anyone.

by translating and subtitling them

when the source language is Maltese.

in English for non-Maltese speaking

If this process becomes mainstream

Luisa Castorina is a translator and

residents in Malta and Maltese

it will help thousands of people feel

subtitler. She holds a Master degree in

communities living abroad.

more included in Maltese culture.

Translation and Terminology Studies.

Opinion

Studies course: Audiovisual
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Raising awareness of the benefits

Reorganising space for the climate emergency
Miguel Azzopardi
erely counting greenhouse

public transport. This way, there would

limited space. The process does not

gas emissions will not address

be no need to sacrifice agricultural

create space, it repurposes space that

climate change. The solution is

land for road-widening and car-mania.

already exists. In Malta, this means

closer than we think: our own use of

Instead, Malta could start looking

more environmental destruction as

space. Look at land use: switching to

into reforestation and rewilding.

we bury natural habits like meadows

Our approach to urban planning

of protected seagrass (Posidonia

diet is one of the greatest individual

would benefit from environmentalist

oceanica), which are also valuable

contributions. To produce meat, the

reorganisation. In Malta, developers

carbon sinks. Reclamation is not an

industry puts heaps of land aside

enjoy a free-for-all. Numerous

option due to the climate crises and

for animals and their fodder. Plant-

charming one- or two-storey buildings

widespread presence of Posidonia

based diets would mean less land

are choked by neighbouring high-

around our shores. We should be

is used for agriculture. Economising

rises. In some instances, people have

protecting and restoring natural

space can apply to other areas.

installed solar panels on their roof

habitats, not destroying them.

a flexitarian, vegetarian and vegan

only to have them covered by shade.

Maltese authorities have ignored

dependent on car usage. Segregated

Shade has wasted away gardens and

spatial planning suggestions. Faced

bus and cycle lanes are rare in Malta,

affected mental health — all on a

with the crisis, Malta needs to

even if these modes of transport allow

sunny Mediterranean island. Proper

acknowledge that if we want to meet

more people to travel using the same

planning would allow more uniform

ambitious climate emission targets

space. Car-pooling in Malta is picking

streetscapes, urban greening and

we need to have coherent planning

up, but not yet mainstream. COOL is

better utilisation of roof space. The

policies and direction that give the

one example of car-pooling initiatives

environment minister Aaron Farrugia’s

environment the priority it deserves.

that are slowly gaining traction.

‘green revolution’ should encompass

Various eNGOs, like Extinction

all planning on the Maltese Islands.

Our transportation model is heavily

Rebellion Malta, are lobbying for the
government to further incentivise

Land reclamation has been proposed
as a possible solution to Malta’s

Miguel Azzopardi is a history student
at the University of Edinburgh and an
activist with Extinction Rebellion Malta.

OPINION
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STUDENTS
Stepping up in strange times
Edward De Gabriele

D

uring my final year of studies,

they started showing symptoms to

details about chains of transmission,

I was meant to focus on

identify other people who might have

clusters, case chronology, and so on.
My field is Physiotherapy, so at

exams and clinical placements.

the virus. These individuals are then

COVID-19 has upended everything.

contacted, and depending on the

first glance my volunteering seems

I felt that volunteering will be my

degree of proximity and time spent

unrelated to my course. But a deeper

way to keep busy and continue

with the infected individual, placed into

look reveals links. The patient history

contributing to the general public.

quarantine to slow disease spread.

investigation skills will definitely help

One week after the pandemic

Faculty of Health Sciences students

me later on in my career. I could also

reached Malta, the Faculty of Health

contacted known COVID-19 cases

see how scared and concerned most

Sciences (University of Malta) called

who were in isolation at home to

people were, and quickly perfected

out to us students to sign up for

check on their condition and general

the psychosocial approach to patients

training to help the authorities. We

wellbeing. The phone-in helped

and their contacts. This means treating

started working on contact tracing

provide moral support, vital in these

biological, psychological, and social

with the Health Promotion and

undoubtedly difficult times.

aspects of their situation without

Disease Prevention Directorate and

I joined the team working with

separating them. Although it’s not the

World Health Organisation (WHO).

WHO on the local database systems

primary aim of our contact, half of the

Contact tracing helps identify the

gathering COVID-19 information.

work is keeping those involved calm and

timeline of positive cases before

This involved cataloguing all the

cooperative to ensure the best possible

STUDENTS

outcome, both physically and mentally.
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Contact tracing helps identify the
timeline of positive cases before they
started showing symptoms to identify
other people who might have the virus.

Physiotherapy is a profession that
favours a hands-on approach. Remote
work was new and unfamiliar –
it wasn’t always easy. Yet in these
extraordinary times, I feel it was the
right thing to do to help the country and
its people in the best way I could.

When trust is lost in translation
Marcelle Bugre
ocial workers are in close contact

have a higher tendency to minimise

society. I intend to use this research to

with people; it’s the nature of

domestic violence, blame the survivor,

inspire social workers to improve their

their job. But when migrant survivors

and excuse the perpetrators’ violent

cross-cultural skills by sharing my results

of domestic violence seek help, they

behaviour (see Yamawaki et al., 2009).

with them, and hope to be able to

often perceive social workers to be

Like other people, social workers

further develop training in this area.

representatives of a more powerful

may be unaware of their own

group. Thus, survivors may be wary

prejudice. When such prejudice affects

of trusting social workers, or fear

interactions with survivors of violence,

losing their children, being reported

it can reinforce the client’s experience

Olcoń, K. (2019). State of the art

to immigration authorities, or blamed

of discrimination, marginalisation, and

in U.S. multicultural social work

for what happened. To engage with

microaggression (see Olcon, 2019).

practice: Client expectations and

a growing number of migrants and

My interviews confirmed this to be

Further reading

provider challenges. Journal of Ethnic

minorities today, social workers need

true also in Malta. Trust-building is being

& Cultural Diversity in Social Work:

cross-cultural competence – the ability

impeded by a lack of interpretation

Advances in Social Work Practice with

to work effectively across cultures.

services, accommodation space, and

Multicultural Communities, 28(1), 7-30.

financial support. Social workers often

doi:10.1080/15313204.2019.1570893

I’m finishing my graduate studies
in Social Work at the University of

feel overwhelmed when approached

Malta. My research study, under

by clients who have suffered multiple

Yamawaki, N., Ostenson, J., & Brown,

the supervision of Dr Marceline

traumas, rejection, and prejudice. At

C. R. (2009). The functions of gender

Naudi, focuses on the experiences of

times they struggle to understand their

role traditionality, ambivalent sexism,

social workers dealing with migrant

clients’ perceptions and responses.

injury, and frequency of assault

women survivors of intimate partner

Integrating cultural competence,

on domestic violence perception:

violence. Research in other countries

migration, and trauma within the

A study between Japanese and

shows how migration can strengthen

undergraduate programme would help

American college students. Violence

patriarchal systems in families and

better prepare future social workers

Against Women, 15(9), 1126-1142.

communities. More traditional societies

for their vital job in a multicultural

doi:10.1177/1077801209340758

STUDENTS

S
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long-term impacts when the situation is changing

often break from old habits. With the

daily? What can we learn from history? What

COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing,

should not happen online? These challenges lead

challenges can feel overwhelming. How to model

research teams to new, unexpected findings.
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Covid-19
Crisis:
have we done
this before?

16

Popular wisdom warns that those who ignore history are doomed to repeat it. Will the current
COVID-19 pandemic prove the adage true? Cassi Camilleri writes.
bay a century ago, a success she

department stores, the subway,

the number of known

credits to swift reaction and social

and other public services remained

coronavirus cases

distancing. ‘Malta closed its schools

open and life continued as normal.’

in the world had far

by early October 1918 and restricted

He delayed making flu reporting

surpassed a million.

movement to a certain extent before

mandatory for about a month. ‘Data

Over a third of the planet's population

the first case even arrived,’ Orr notes.

from the time shows that New York

was under some form of lockdown.

According to her research, Malta’s

somehow had the lowest mortality

Flights were grounded. Schools were

chief government medical officer Dr

rates of any major US city and there

closed. Businesses were shut down.

Attilio Critien called on people to

are articles still touting this, but it’s

People lost their jobs (see p. 22),

stay away from work and crowded

just not true. The numbers are biased,’

some lost much more. COVID-19

places. He asked them to refrain

Cohn told THINK. ‘NYC actually had

upended life as we knew it.

from spitting on the floor or in the

the worst mortality rate of any of

street, and deployed officers to places

47 major cities in the US. Once the

‘unprecedented’ and ‘unique’, but

such as theatres to make sure they

disease started to move westward,

the world has been struck by deadly

were not overcrowded. Trams were

people reacted immediately and,

infections before. From swine flu

disinfected daily and people were

with only a few exceptions, lower

(2009) to the Spanish Influenza

quarantined on Manoel Island.

mortality rates [per capita] resulted.’

Many are describing this time as

(1918), and even the Black Plague

Contrast this with health

The effects of inaction towards

(1349), there is much to learn.

commissioner Royal S. Copeland’s

COVID-19 are already being felt in

WE'VE BEEN HERE BEFORE

handling of the same affliction in

different areas of the UK and the

New York City (NYC). A homeopathic

USA. Case numbers are skyrocketing,

physician, Copeland ‘took his time’

putting immense strain on healthcare

the History of Medicine) is a leading

to set the ball in motion, notes

systems. Cohn points to New

expert on the Spanish Influenza,

historian Prof. Sam Cohn (University

Orleans as a cautionary tale. ‘In

which Malta managed to keep at

of Glasgow). ‘Schools, theatres,

late February warnings still weren’t

Dr Jane Orr (British Society for

Focus

A

s Easter approached,
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being taken seriously and Mardi

incidence plummeted, but most have

protective equipment or using the

Gras celebrations were allowed to

treatments and cures. COVID-19 is

money to maintain existing services,

go ahead. Now data suggests that

an anomaly that requires hospitals to

they would always go for the latter.’

per capita New Orleans may be as

regress in ways, and that is difficult

badly hit as NYC. It is certainly the

for modern hospitals to do.

second epicentre of COVID-19, and

Orr points to politicians’ selfishness

differences there too. With the Spanish
flu, according to Lone Simonsen and

preparations in most societies.

her colleagues writing in The Journal

place now to deal with COVID-19

‘Politicians are only interested in

of Infectious Diseases, 99% of deaths

are similar to what we’ve seen

what is going to happen up to the

in the US occurred in people under 65,

in the past, because that is what

next general election,’ she says. ‘The

and nearly half of deaths were in adults

works. But we are still not reacting

last decade’s austerity has reduced

20 to 40 years old. Though young

fast enough,’ Orr warns.

spending on health in places like

people aren’t ‘spared’, as the World

the UK, so there just has not been

Health Organization has repeatedly

learnt but they aren’t remembered

enough cash to spend on things that

stated, COVID-19 seems to affect

very long,’ Cohn concludes.

might not be [immediately] needed.

older people more. ‘I know of no other

OLD PROBLEMS,
NEW WORLD

If healthcare administrators had

pandemic that had this age structure,

the choice of replacing out-of-date

in which those under ten years old

‘The precautions being put in

‘Lessons from history may be

have almost totally escaped,’ notes
Cohn. ‘This COVID-19 is an enigma

Heraclitus taught his students that
they could never step into the same

and the uniqueness of this pattern has

river twice. At this point, it’s not

not been addressed in the media.’

just the water that has changed, but

A TIME FOR SOUL
SEARCHING

the river itself and us. Earth is now
home to nearly 8 billion people, four
times as many as in 1918. Air travel

People reveal who they are in times

is ubiquitous, with 39 million flights

of crises and this pandemic is doing

annually. Thanks to unions like the EU,

just that. ‘Often, diseases are thought

borders are no longer what they used

to bring out the worst in people,’

to be after WWI. Our communities

Cohn says. ‘There’s a lot of blame and

and economies are more interwoven

collective violence towards carriers.’

than ever before. Nowhere is this

Talking about cholera, Cohn outlines

clearer than in our healthcare systems.

this ‘great conspiracy among marginal

In the 1900s infectious diseases

populations’ that medical professionals

such as cholera and tuberculosis

were working with the state to kill off

were the leading causes of death,

the poor. ‘We saw riots; people burnt

and so hospitals were built to deal

down hospitals and killed doctors and

with them. Today, not only has their
Focus

its targets, there seem to be notable

as one reason for insufficient

you can trace it back to Mardi Gras.’
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Looking closer at the virus itself and

Dr Jane Orr

nurses. Ebola was a repeat but on a

smaller scale, with conspiracy theorists

be? Look at what happened in

be the kit that is needed as well?’

claiming that the high mortality

2008 and 2009. Who paid for the

Closing with her thoughts on us as

rate was due to doctors killing their

recession? The poor. They were

citizens, Orr is even less hopeful. ‘One

patients,’ he adds. COVID-19 is more

under austerity, not the rich, and

dreams that people will rearrange

in line with the reaction to the Spanish

I’m afraid that will happen again.’

their priorities after this,’ she says. ‘But

flu. ‘We’re seeing an outpouring of

‘I am sure that the authorities

I suspect that within a few months

altruism as we did then. In Italy, people

will try to make sure they are better

people will go back to thinking that

are singing from their balconies to keep

prepared for the next pandemic,’ Orr

the success of their football team,

spirits up. In the UK, they have too

says. ‘However, this one is going to

or getting the right coloured hair

many volunteers to deal with at the

cost governments so many billions

dye, is all that’s really important!’

moment. A lot of us are helping each

to make up for the populations’ lost

other, supporting healthcare workers.

salaries, and bailing out the very many

that this is not the case. We need to

This is not the case for everyone,

companies that would not survive on

hold authorities and representatives

not 100%, but it’s still notable.’

their reserves, that it will still be some

to account. It is clear, now more than

time before they can concentrate

ever, that what was once labelled as

cracks within our economic and

on stockpiling the necessities. I am

‘impossible’ or ‘daydreaming’ isn’t. It

political models. All over the world,

sure there will be a lot of planning

might be uncomfortable. It might even

access to healthcare is being

and paper exercises, but will there

be painful. But change always is. We

The pandemic is also exposing

Together, we need to make sure

prioritised, even in the US. Private

cannot afford to lose this opportunity.

enterprises and companies are looking

Now is the time for transformation.

to governments for aid. Over 10

Further reading:

countries are considering some version
of universal basic income. Up until

How Malta kept Spanish flu at
bay: https://timesofmalta.com/
articles/view/how-malta-keptthe-spanish-flu-outbreak-atbay-100-years-ago.700063

very recently, these were labelled as
‘dirty communist’ ideologies ‘favouring
the lazy parasites’ in our societies.
Not anymore. ‘Most governments
are acting like socialists,’ Cohn
notes with a smile. ‘This is certainly

Infographic: History of pandemics:
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/
history-of-pandemics-deadliest/

the case in the UK. They have no
choice, really, and that says a lot.’
A few months ago, yesterday’s
strict order and structures seemed
is a golden opportunity for change.
But Cohn advises vigilance. ‘The
question we now need to ask is; what
will the consequences afterwards

Prof. Sam Cohn

Measures taken in 1813
during a bout of plague:
https://www.facebook.com/
photo/?fbid=3305720126123544
&set=a.68593586143533
Focus

unmovable. In times like this, there
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Unmute
yourselves!
COVID-19 pandemic containment measures pushed lecturing and studying to home
environments. Some academics appreciated it more than others – they share their experience
with editor Daiva Repeckaite.

I

t happened so suddenly. After years of preaching

For academics wishing to follow in his footsteps,

the benefits of digital lecturing, Prof. Matthew

Montebello suggests rethinking the whole pedagogical

Montebello (Department of Artificial Intelligence,

approach before starting to adapt the actual material.

University of Malta [UM]) found himself many

‘When all you know is a hammer, then everything looks

people’s favourite consultant almost overnight. ‘I'm

like a nail. But employing a specific tool for a specific

over the moon that finally all academics have to revert

job is very important. Do not fall into the mistake of

to it, and I hope that at least some of them convert and

using a tool you are comfortable with to perform all you

start employing more digital media to teach,’ he says.

need to do while teaching,’ he warns. Dr Charlene Vella,

He does not mind being flooded with pleas for help.

who shared her online teaching story with Newspoint

‘I have been employing the Web as a resource during my

(UM), remembers, ‘I felt awkward when I was suddenly

lectures since 1999,’ Montebello shares. ‘In 2014, I decided

getting an intimate view of my students in their homes

to switch completely. Having said that, I still enjoy face-to-

and rooms but [...] online teaching also gave the

face interaction and strongly believe that nothing can beat a

students a peek into my world as a working parent.’

well-prepared, finely executed, and dynamic-interactive live

To help colleagues with digital pedagogy, Montebello

physical session.’ He adds that the current virtual learning
environment was built as a repository medium rather than
as a fully fledged digital teaching experience. ‘An upgrade
or a complete overhaul is direly needed,’ he concludes.
During these six years of online teaching practice,
he has used the option to store recorded sessions for
when the time comes to repeat them. This does not
mean that it is enough to record lectures only once.
‘I realised that they need adjusting and updating, as
every year I find myself adding new information and
experimenting with new stuff I want to share with
students. A lot of work goes into keeping material upto-date and ensuring optimal use of the medium.’
‘At the same time, it brought much more satisfaction
to my career. The individual feedback [from students]
increased, as the electronic medium provides a
plethora of ways to communicate, and thereby
Focus

enhances the learning process,’ says Montebello.
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Prof. Matthew Montebello

created a Facebook group for academics. ‘The main principles

such mishaps is very important. For example, in one case

behind digital pedagogies are mainly what I call affordances

some students were changing their visible names during a

that the digital medium has provided us as educators. We

synchronous session – either just to be funny or to mask their

are not bound any more by the walls of the classroom, or

identity and interrupt the educational process.’ Montebello

time, or the whiteboard or projector.’ Digital resources are

advised the academic to find a setting that would prevent

accessible anywhere, anytime. They allow learners to make

name change and ‘the entire problem disappeared’.

use of different media. Peers and their tutor are connected by

Finally, many had concerns with going ‘on the record’.

feedback, comments, and discussion. Group work is made even

‘Should they go live or should they record, or maybe a mixture?

easier, fostering collaborative intelligence. In Montebello’s

I strongly believe that a synchronous live session is more

view, the switch should also pressure academics to eliminate

effective than a recorded one. I would still record the live

‘traditional summative exams, which is an unnatural and

session just in case students want to revisit or have missed

non-representative way of capturing knowledge acquisition.’

it completely. As an educator I mess up in a physical class

The IT expert has also helped colleagues with specific

sometimes, so why should my online performance be flawless?’

tools and technical aspects. ‘For example, identifying a useful

Montebello encourages. ‘Another reason why recorded

functionality like “share screen” or “common whiteboard”

sessions are not as effective as real-time ones is because in

and justifying its pedagogical value drives the point home

a synchronous session learners know the academic is there

even more strongly,’ he says. Technical assistance included

waiting for them, similar to a physical classroom. If a recorded

security concerns, particularly associated with Zoom – a

session was posted online for learners to go through at their

video conferencing tool which reportedly fails to encrypt

convenience, the chances of not following it at all are greater.’

conversations and is not safe from hacker attacks.
‘Tool developers provide ways and means of how to

He hopes that colleagues had a positive experience.
‘I’m a strong believer and an advocate of [digital

avoid or curb such breaches, but these are not enabled

lecturing] practices,’ he says. This lockdown has sped

by default,’ Montebello says. ‘Pointing out how to set

up the shift to digital media as a learning environment,

the correct parameters within the digital tool to avoid

and some of these practices are there to stay.

Here’s what online lecturing was like for academics not specialising in IT

B.A. Sociology students Christy Baldacchino,
Eliza Vella, and Leah Sammut: all smiles!

Prof. Godfrey Baldacchino, Pro-Rector and Professor of Sociology

Focus

Necessity is the mother of invention. Confronted with the need to supervise three undergraduate students in Sociology
as they completed their dissertations, I realised that there may be value in meeting them together to create a studentstudent dynamic. The experiment worked beautifully, and the students have demanded a second and a third such 'virtual
encounter'. They have benefitted by listening to each others' challenges, proposing solutions, and suggesting 'best
practices'. Supervision has thus morphed into a tutorial of sorts.
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Andre Farrugia, Assistant Lecturer, Department of Insurance
The online lectures were an invaluable replacement of the classroom sessions, so much so that the students received the same
service irrespective of the method. The Zoom live sessions were interactive, with students prompting questions as we went
through the material using a PowerPoint presentation. Those who would usually shy away from asking questions in class have
now had the opportunity to do so discreetly through chat. I think the COVID-19 pandemic has forced us into using electronic
systems and now that we have tried and tested these, I really do hope we can keep using these methods in situations where
we think they are more effective. My idea would be to hold all lectures online, then every two to three weeks the students
would come together for team projects, presentations, debates, or tutorials.

Prof. James Sater, Associate Professor at the Department of International Relations
Before the pandemic, online teaching seemed to me like a futuristic idea that would never be able to replace traditional
classroom interactions. Online teaching tools were only good for giving assignments and basic communication. How wrong
I was! From the first online lecture, I realised how easy it is to talk to students and teach using PowerPoint slides. I also
found that getting students to share their points of view through their camera and microphones is easy, and it seemed
like they were much more engaged. This may be because of the immediate experience of seeing me or the slides that I use
on their screens, or because they are less distracted by their classmates. It has also become simple to use online material
during the lecture, or real resources such as books that are in my shelf unit behind my desk. No messy fiddling with
Wi-Fi connections, or my less-than-perfect iPad with limited functionality. In short, the online teaching experience is as
productive as the classroom experience.

Hadrian Joseph Sammut, visiting lecturer at the Department of Library Information & Archive Sciences

Focus

Isn’t it rather ironic to lecture from behind the very same screens that were, until recently, perceived as a challenge
to classroom interaction? There is a common misconception that classroom teaching is a passive form of information
consumption with a largely captive audience. Those ‘in the know’ (the lecturer) merely transfer their knowledge to those
willing to listen – the students. Against this fallacy, many assume that the recent COVID-19 outbreak and self-isolation have
merely pushed us to use technology as the solution to the lack of student engagement. In my view, technology is a tool and a
channel that supports the right environment for quality teaching. The modern lecturer should strive to be part-tutor, partstoryteller, part-actor. Additionally, he/she needs to act as a mentor, share real-world experiences, and participate in a joint
journey of continual discovery. It is not just a question of drawing distracted students back into the virtual classroom fold, but
more importantly, how can you engage them when all you can see are static images and muted microphones? With the passing
of time, we will adapt better and modify teaching behaviours, but distance teaching will, for the foreseeable future, remain a
relatively inferior type of pedagogy.
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Coronanomics
in Malta
In 2019, 2.8 million tourists came to Malta and spent on average over €800 each. Maltese
households spent in total €826.8 million on eating out and takeaways in 2018. In March
2020, the COVID-19 global pandemic arrived in Malta. Subsequent containment measures
swept most of this spending away. Prof. Joseph Falzon crunches the numbers of the predicted
economic impact.
representatives demanded cuts,

service sector will be one of the

(Finance Minister) of the USA,

I am assuming that public sector

worst hit (90% redundancy). Arts,

Steven Mnuchin, stated that

employees will continue to receive

entertainment & recreation will suffer

unemployment could reach

their full monthly paycheck. The

as well (80% redundancy). Research,

20% – only 5% short of Great

47,610 employees in the public

education, and health work will suffer

Depression levels (1930s). It got me

sector will not lose their jobs either.

minimally (around 10% redundancy).

(Prof. Joseph Falzon) thinking about

Although some parents might decide

A few lucky ones will come out of

the possible effects on Malta.

to work reduced hours to take care

this with no reductions at all.

I have been working with models

of their children while at home,

These probabilities are subjective.

of the Maltese economy for 36 years,

which would reduce their income,

I invite the Government, employers’

and I can confidently say that Malta

the real potential for depression

representatives and trade unions to

is very likely to experience a very

hinges on the private sector.

use this model to compute their own

deep recession. To come up with

PREDICTING THE SLUMP

estimates. These expected rates of

my estimates, I used the National
Statistics Office’s last published

For each sector, I estimated the

economic data (January 2019).

number of redundancies based on

I looked at the 21 different

the model I used for the Maltese

redundancies can be continuously
monitored and updated as the
coronavirus effects change over time.
My initial estimates showed that

sectors in our economy and analysed

economy (see the table) in the

55,000 employees could potentially

those gainfully employed in the

different employment sectors.

be laid off or experience drastic

private sector. Although employers’

The accommodation and food

reductions in their salaries. This figure
Focus

I

n March, the Treasury Secretary
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In the 1930s the global Great
Depression taught us that only
massive monetary and fiscal
stimulus can help economies recover.
is 33% of all persons employed in the

national insurance contributions,

spending to directly help all the sectors

private sector (164,436), and 26%

and VAT, probably also close to a

which will be heavily impacted by the

of all gainfully employed in Malta

26% reduction on an annual basis.

coronavirus pandemic. The commercial

(212,046). For migrant workers,

After I published my estimates, it

banks also need to offer liquidity

unemployment may mean they will

was reported that the government

measures, with very low interest

have to leave Malta, reducing the

has suffered a fiscal deficit of €312.5

rates, to all businesses in difficulty.

overall demand for food, personal

million and a drop in revenue of

necessities, and accommodation.

€88.9 million in the first quarter

on the newspaper MaltaToday,

of this year. In May, the European

the government announced €800

income implies that our GDP will

Commission’s forecast predicted that

monthly support per month for the

shrink from €13,208 million in 2019 to

Malta’s GDP will shrink by nearly 6%

most impacted workers. In total,

€9,774 million in 2020, a reduction of

this year, but will recover in 2021.

the government supported 110,000

€3,434 million on an annual basis. If the

A NEW MARSHALL PLAN?

workers impacted by the virus (double

A 26% decline in employment and

coronavirus effects last three months,
the reduction will be one fourth of

FOCUS

Employers’ representatives and trade

my estimates of 55,000 workers). Full
cooperation with health authorities is

this figure (€858 million), and if they

unions have asked the government

essential for containing the virus, so

continue for six months, the reduction

to intervene. Many countries around

the government rightly stepped up to

will be half of this figure (€1,717 million).

the world have announced huge

make sure that most workers do not

stimulus packages. In the 1930s the

risk their lives to earn their living. If

uniformly across all sectors. Some

global Great Depression taught us

we do enter a new severe recession,

sectors, like accommodation and food

that only massive monetary and fiscal

we will need each other’s support

service, wholesale & retail, and arts,

stimulus can help economies recover.

more than ever. Economic modelling

entertainment and recreation, will

To prevent a repeat of the 2008

is important, not to act as a prophet

see rapid decline, forcing vast layoffs

banking crisis, the European Central

of doom, but to help a country make

and/or huge reductions in employee

Bank has already injected billions of

the right interventions at the right

incomes. The government itself will see

Euros into the Eurozone economy.

time to keep the country functional,

big reductions in income tax revenue,

EU governments also need to up their

economically and socially.

The decline in GDP will not occur
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After I published my estimations

January 2019 Data
Private Sector
Employment

Expected Redundancies

Expected
Unemployment

Percent of Sector
Agriculture & Fishing

2010

0%

0

Quarrying

364

0%

0

Manufacturing

21615

5%

1081

Electricity & Gas

36

0%

0

Water Supply, Sewerage &
Waste Management

403

0%

0

Construction

11683

10%

1168

Wholesale & Retail

26989

80%

21591

Transport & Storage

9320

30%

2796

Accomodation & Food Service

14160

90%

12744

Information & Communication

7075

10%

708

Financial & Insurance Activities

10200

10%

1020

Real Estate Activities

1704

60%

1022

Professional, Scientific & Technological

15069

10%

1507

Administrative & Support Services

16914

10%

1691

Public Administration& Defence

0

0%

0

Education

5774

10%

577

Human Health & Social Work

6730

10%

673

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

9448

80%

7558

Other Services

4378

20%

876

Activities of Households

342

0%

0

Activities of Extraterritorial Organisations

222

0%

0

TOTAL PRIVATE SECTOR

164436

Total Public Sector

47610

Total Gainfully Occupied

212046

55013

Expected Unemployed as a Percent of:
Total Private Sector

33.4%

Total Gainfully Employed

25.9%

FOCUS

Calculations by Prof. Joseph Falzon
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For the price
of a coffee
The global pandemic is a further blow to already struggling local media. Prof. Mary Anne Lauri,
media researcher and Editorial Board member at Beacon Media Group, unpacks this trend.

I

ndependent journalism costs money. Obtaining otherwise
inaccessible information and unveiling corruption takes
time and skill. Independent journalism also enables citizen
participation. In challenging times, showcasing altruism
helps restore faith in humanity. It guards public interest

and sustains a democratic environment. Should somebody
tell you that, for the price of a daily coffee, you can help
safeguard your country’s democracy, how would you react?
Three of the biggest threats to independent
journalism are powerful social media structures,
declining advertising revenues, and government
interference. The COVID-19 pandemic is a fourth and
maybe final nail in some newshouses’ coffins.
The domination of social media structures such as Facebook
and Twitter, and search engines like Google, is a major threat
to independent journalism. These corporations are powerful
enough to create ‘bubbles’ through filtering content which
they consider irritating or inappropriate. This makes it
difficult for people to see views outside their own and these
corporations’ comfort zone to access the truth. Financial

psychologically when they uncover corruption, or even

gain is paramount. Sensational headings and clickbait attract

when they present opinions which make governments

greater attention and more clicks. Businesses and politicians

uncomfortable (read ‘Journalism’s gendered risks’ in THINK

prefer to use social media to advertise their worldview.

No. 31). In our book, Navigating the Maltese Mediascape,

A rapid decline in press readership has slashed advertising

the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia, as well as the

model is for independent journalism, many news organisations

inability of Maltese courts to defend freedom of expression.
There are other ways to stifle independent journalism. The

have gone online, and many, like The Guardian, do not charge

authors mention attacking whistle-blowers, government’s

any subscription fee. They ask their readers for donations to

refusal to defend journalists from SLAPP (strategic lawsuit

ensure that no one has control over their coverage of news.

against public participation) actions, using government media

People in power can threaten press freedom too. In
some countries journalists are harassed physically and
Focus

several Maltese authors wrote about the chilling effect of

revenue. As imperfect as the advertising-based business
depended on this revenue to survive. Several media houses
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Prof. Mary Anne Lauri

machinery and media trolls to attack journalists, manipulating
and disseminating false information, discriminating among

media houses by excluding them from press events, and

combatting coronavirus (31 March 2020); Two Philippine

channeling aid selectively in the form of public campaigns.

journalists face two months in prison for coronavirus

Independent journalism was further impacted financially

reporting (2 April 2020). These and many other news

by the COVID-19 pandemic. People lost their jobs and the

stories from different parts of the globe, such as China,

economy plummeted. News organisations received a harsh

India, the Middle East, the USA, parts of Africa and Europe

blow when they were already on their knees. Governments

paint a bleak picture of censorship and harassment of

of various countries, including Malta, offered state aid to

journalists, even when knowing the truth saves lives.

independent news organisations. Some question whether

Rasmus Kleis Nielson from the Reuters Institute for the

accepting this aid decreases the autonomy of independent

Study of Journalism thinks that many news media outlets

media. Do media organisations feel empowered and free

will have to close down. Many will be reduced to zombie-

to criticise the government when it supports them?

like brands without newsrooms. Maltese independent news

The Maltese Government never published the aid package

organisations might suffer the same fate. On the other hand,

it gave to different media houses. Did some receive more

their resilience and small size may help weather the storm.

than others? Did the government buy allegiance by giving

It is in our interest as citizens that independent media

state aid to media organisations? Is state aid helping to

survives. We can help safeguard that interest. We can

sustain independent journalism or does it come with strings

subscribe to local and foreign media organisations

attached? Kelly McBride, the chair of the Craig Newmark

and help them financially. Would you, for the price

Center for Ethics and Leadership, discusses the pros and

of a coffee, help independent journalism?

cons for coronavirus relief loans. She argues that all money
is dirty, whether it comes from donations, foundations,

Further reading

advertising, sponsorship, or governments. What matters
is whether independent media organisations are, when
necessary, strong enough to bite the hand that feeds them.

Borg, J. & Lauri, M.A. (2019). Navigating the
Maltese Mediascape. Kite publications.

Even at a time when information was a matter of
life or death, some governments, especially those with
a history of censoring news, attacked journalists and
stunted press freedom. Reporters Without Borders (RSF)
launched a tool, ‘Tracker 19’, with the aim of evaluating

McBride, K. and Edmonds, R. (2020). Many news
organizations will cast aside historic taboos and
apply for federal money. Will they need a whole
new set of ethics? Poynter News University.

the pandemic’s impact on independent journalism. These
coronavirus information at home, manipulates it abroad (26
March 2020); Brazil’s president attacks media instead of

Neilson R.K. (2020). What will the coronavirus
pandemic mean for the business of news?
Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism.
Focus

are some of the stories they published: Russia suppresses
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Social networks
to support
mental health
The COVID-19 situation has taken a toll on people’s wellbeing. The constant flow of information
can amplify the stress. Dr Josianne Scerri and Dr Paulann Grech, together with their colleagues
and students, carved out a space on social networks where people could practise self-care – and
get their facts right. They share their experience here.

M

ental health has

and expert guidelines (from the

from the University of Malta. Although

suffered with the

World Health Organization (WHO)

managing a Facebook page is not easy,

global COVID-19

and other reliable sources). We also

it definitely equips you with several

pandemic. The crisis

translate the content into Maltese

new soft skills ranging from content

brought fear of the

and re-structure guidelines as daily

planning to graphic design to insight

tips and motivational quotes.

analysis.’ The student emphasises

unknown, anxiety over loved ones
falling ill, and worries about coping

Focus

the importance of engaging local

person who uploads them and their

communities with accessible

crisis. During such a stressful period,

content is referenced to enhance

communication – infographics and

the Department of Mental Health

credibility. External contributions are

concise messages. ‘The process

at the Faculty of Health Sciences

also invited, subject to review by the

of translating the mental health

(University of Malta) felt the need

administrators before uploading. This

to reach out to people by providing

campaign is helping our students to

mental health support. Lecturers

gain skills they will use throughout

and students set up the Facebook

their career. In the words of student

page called ‘Covid-19: let’s cope’.

Francesca Sammut, ‘Delegating work

Mental Health Nursing course

and coordinating the design process,

students and staff have started

along with meeting ideal posting times,

providing regular tips for mentally

was somewhat of a headache at times,

coping with this situation without

but by working as a team and pulling

duplicating helplines’ work. The

the same rope, we got the job done!’

platform serves to share evidence-
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All posts are then credited to the

with all the consequences of the

She remembers how she started

based coping mechanisms which

volunteering: ‘Upon receiving Dr

motivate people to safeguard their

Paulann Grech’s invitation to take

mental wellbeing. On a daily basis,

part in this initiative, I immediately

our team crafts a ‘Good morning’

accepted as I believed it would be a

post in a storytelling format, a video

fruitful learning experience, as well as a

clip about psychological coping skills,

productive way of spending time away

Francesca Sammut

considerations published by WHO into

continues. ‘Thus, by utilising our page

and anxiety. In this way, the negative

Maltese was very rewarding – both in

fittingly and purposefully, we have

news on social media from news

the sense that our outreach was more

been able to quench this thirst for

portals about the current situation is

inclusive and paid homage to our native

knowledge on an equally important

balanced with helpful tips from our

language, and because students from

subject – safeguarding our mental

page. All in all, I think this experience

our course cohort excitedly pitched

wellbeing during these distressing

has taught me the importance of

in to help, aiding us to connect’.

times. Working hand in hand with

solidarity and the power of looking

our lecturers has been an enriching

out for one another in difficult times:

was focused on interventions to

learning experience. Whilst conveying

it provided the strength needed to

stop viral transmission. We spotted

a positive message to the public, I have

combat our present challenges and to

a lacuna for mental health tips,’ she

also strengthened some friendships,

continue going about our daily lives.’

brushed up my Maltese writing skills,
and improved my digital competence.’
Another student, Daniela Cassar,

going. ‘I love your posts. Keep them

has similar thoughts: ‘Admittedly,

coming. They help,’ regular follower

since this was my first experience

Gemma (65 years old) wrote to us.

serving as an admin to an online page,

For James (42), such posts are helpful

I was not quite sure how to go about

as ‘panic is already on its course’. On

it. However, working as a team, we

similar lines, Paul (50) highlighted that

helped one another. This was one

the page was his ‘daily medicine. A

of the benefits of this project – it

source that helps us move and feel

[mitigated] the feeling of isolation

loved [during] this [solitary] walk.’

created by social distancing.’
The volunteer emphasises that

Daniela Cassar

Feedback from our one thousand
followers on Facebook keeps us

This collaboration has brought
students and lecturers together for

‘through the translations from English

the common good. In Francesca

to Maltese of tips suggested by

Sammut’s words: ‘All in all, I

WHO, we aim to reach out to more

coped with the COVID-19 crisis,

people who might be battling stress

whilst supporting others!’
Focus
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Barely two weeks of the coronavirus lockdown measures had passed before people started posting
images of cleaner waters and purified air over industrial zones; nature was healing in our absence.
Some of them proved to be hoaxes, but others helped us imagine a better world. Martina Borg
spoke to some of Malta’s leading researchers and environmentalists to make sense of the feelgood news.
than the numbers. That is, if we want air pollution to drop,

will feature at least one shot of a major city

we need to curb traffic in urban areas,’ Scerri continues.

and its landmarks taken over by foliage and

REVERSING URBAN ENCROACHMENT

wild animals roaming the streets. Now that
a global health crisis put people (at least

According to Scerri, although further research is needed

temporarily) out of the picture, we might get a glimpse

to verify these figures, it is obvious that fewer cars on the

of this in real life. In Malta, the Environment Resources

road had a powerful impact in decreasing pollution. Some

Authority published a report showing that nitrogen dioxide

suggested there were fewer heart attacks as a result of

levels dropped to 20 μg/m3 on March 16–19, compared

less air pollution. Measures like increasing low emission

to a peak of 70 μg/m3 registered on February 19 to March

zones and even setting teleworking targets could sustain

15. Did the islands really breathe a sigh of relief?

this impact. ‘I think the lockdown will prove that people

According to the Times of Malta, air pollution fell by 70%

can actually work from home, and be just as productive

since schools were shut and work from home measures

in many jobs,’ Scerri says, explaining that presenting

instigated, but most businesses were still running and

employees with optional teleworking days on a weekly

commercial flights still taking off. ‘We notice similar drops

basis could be significant after all this blows over.

in pollution levels during the summer months, when schools

There are other signs of environmental change. Nature Trust

close,’ argues Urban Air Pollution lecturer Dr Mark Scerri

Malta Executive Director Vincent Attard said, ‘While it’s not

(University of Malta, [UM]). He adds that many other factors

as easy to notice the changes locally, given the disappearance

could impact the concentration of these noxious gases

of many of our natural areas, people are noting things like

in the atmosphere, including rain and wind strength.

hedgehogs roaming further for food.’ Left without cat feeding

‘The figures themselves don’t lie, and it stands to reason

stations, some hedgehogs ventured a little too close to

that there would be some drop since traffic is the most

domestic areas. He adds that this is in line with international

obvious cause of urban air pollution locally. However, I think

reports boasting clean waters in Venice and Milan’s Naviglio

we should be focusing on the take-away message rather

canal for the first time in years. While the stories of swans
Focus
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A saved hedgehog
Photo by Nature Trust Malta

‘I sincerely hope this will be an eyeopener for deniers. As we continue
to research this period, the data will
speak for itself and prove that we can
slow down climate change if we amend
our behaviour before it is too late.’

order of the day for some contractors
hoping to avoid quarry fees. However,
now that police are patrolling such
sites to enforce social distancing,
these abuses seem to have gone down
too,’ he said, stressing that proper
enforcement is possible and effective.

NEW HABITS

validate the argument that the climate

in China have been debunked, the

crisis and climate change in general is

to people with respiratory illness.

reappearance of moles above ground

a result of human activity, and that we

Pollution makes it worse. ‘Air pollution

in previously well-trodden areas of

still have some power to change things.’

is making our planet difficult to live in

In Attard’s view, there are numerous

for those who suffer from respiratory

COVID-19 is particularly dangerous

lessons to learn. ‘I sincerely hope this

diseases. COVID-19 has brought the

closing down of certain local parks

will be an eye-opener for deniers. As

whole of humanity to its knees and

to humans has also encouraged

we continue to research this period,

made these distinctions and issues

more birds to enjoy these spaces. In

the data will speak for itself and prove

more evident than ever before,’

addition, marine biodiversity seems to

that we can slow down climate change

Attard says, stressing the need to

be improving, with dolphins venturing

if we amend our behaviour before it

take action to better equip humanity

closer to Maltese shores. ‘These are all

is too late.’ He noticed some attitude

against future tragedies of this kind.

blatant signs that the planet is healing as

shifts even in terms of law enforcement.

a result of humans slowing down. They

‘Something I’ve noticed, for instance,

Attard goes on to explain that the

FOCUS

in some Natura 2000 sites was the

in Venice and drunken elephants

the British countryside is true.
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is that dumping construction materials

These thoughts are further echoed
by Environmental Economist Dr

Marie Briguglio (UM), whose students are researching
the current situation to further establish the effects
of economic activity on the local environment. ‘Most
pollution sources are directly and intimately linked with
economic activity, and we expect a substantial decline in
pollution when economic activity declines,’ she explains.
For Briguglio, the best that we can do in this scenario is
to analyse the way we adapt and live in this situation –
and then maintain those positive changes and habits.
‘If households develop new long-term habits in
consumption and businesses invest in technologies,
the reduction in pollution and subsequent effects
may endure,’ she said, echoing Scerri’s words
on working from home. ‘We are now hoping to
document what is happening and understand the
effects of certain policies, so that we meet less
resistance post-pandemic in trying to keep the
[remote working arrangements] there,’ she stresses.
All of these signs offer perhaps a glimmer of hope
during these dark COVID-19 days, and it’s tempting
to think that this temporary shutdown will be enough
to undo the years of damage we have inflicted on
Dr Mark Scerri

the planet. But Prof. Raymond Ellul, who runs the
Geographical Atmosphere Watch (UM) in Gozo, says
that it will take much more than this phase to make
a dent in global greenhouse gas levels. ‘The main
emitters of carbon dioxide are coal power stations,
steel, and construction industries. Cars account for the
rest, and shipping and aviation make up a small but
important percentage which is always increasing.’
Ellul notes that the European Space Agency
satellites are capturing changes in the North Italian
plain and China which are expected to happen over
other industrial areas worldwide. Like the rest of our
interviewees, Ellul remains optimistic, and thinks
that once this scare is over, we should continue
building on this momentum in order to bring global
warming under control. ‘At present we are headed for
a 3-5 degree Celsius increase in temperature in the
Mediterranean. Perhaps the COVID-19 situation will
finally result in people and politicians realising that we
cannot continue with exponential economic growth.’
We are faced with a new normal we could only
imagine from popular culture. Curbs in commercial
flying, short-distance driving, and wasteful dining
suddenly became a by-product of emergency
measures. With some political will, these changes
will become habits, enough to move us away from
mere lip-service about climate issues towards some
much needed action and permanent change.
FOCUS

Dr Marie Briguglio
Photo by Dr Edward Duca
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Better information
for smarter decisions
Information alone rarely changes behaviour. Fossil fuel cars are no exception. Dr Thérèse Bajada
(Institute for Climate Change and Sustainable Development, University of Malta) searches for an
optimal mix of facts and emotions to engage people on their mobility choices.

H

ave you ever tried to

enough for people to use cleaner

lack of information. Bus passengers

use the bus but did not

transportation. People can understand

seek availability, reliability, and an

find the information

a given value of CO2 emissions

accommodating service. Information on

differently. In this case it is essential

these three factors helps users reach

simply gave up? Being

to engage the emotions, because

destinations and enhances accessibility.

informed is an important component

a small value can seem negligible

Since the reform of 2011 the service

of decision-making. Information is

while still being highly polluting.

has improved, with information on bus

you needed and then

Individuals have the power to

stops, the journey planner, and Tallinja

knowledge’, according to the Oxford

decide whether to use sustainable

application all encouraging more trust.

Dictionary. Those instructions bridge

transport. Thinking globally and acting

And yet, survey after survey shows that

the gap between awareness and action.

locally is easy when it becomes a

despite bus usage picking up, there is

When instructive knowledge feeds

habit. Whenever I (Dr Thérèse Bajada,

still no modal shift from car to bus.

into consciousness of the available

University of Malta [UM]) go to Valletta,

modes of transport and their related

I use the bus, and if I need to go to

explore the importance of information

impacts, it can contribute towards

Sliema from Valletta I use the ferry

in decision-making. So, together

sustainable mobility. But is information

service. It is an enjoyable ride; the

with a group of M.Sc. students from

enough to change our behaviour?

service is reliable, and I use multiple

the Institute for Sustainable Energy,

Information needs to be used

modes of transport that substitute

who read for my study unit Transport

responsibly. Change in behaviour

the car. I can use the Tallinja card to

Management, we conducted a

comes by engaging the right emotions

pay for the different services. Yet

qualitative study on the value of

in specific groups of people. There

this choice is not straightforward for

information. The students performed

is a fine balance between providing

everyone. Sustainable mobility needs

50 semi-structured interviews

the correct information and engaging

to be available and convenient. Equally

between October and December

the right emotions. For instance, if

important is that people need to know

2018. Interviewees took part in a

online applications such as the Carbon

how and when to use the service.

scenario where they had to make a

‘the communication of instructive

While working on my PhD (‘The

decision about their daily commute.

display information about emissions

Impact of Bus Reform on Behaviour

They had to choose between active

depending on the mode of transport

and Policy: The Case of Malta’), I found

travel (that is walking and cycling), bus

used, that information might not be

that bus service users criticised the

use, and car use. For the car option,

FOCUS
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The lack of change inspired me to

Dr Thérèse Bajada

were told the number of trees required to absorb those

to use bicycles, provide safe cycle routes. Such approaches
could encourage the shift the Maltese Islands need.
I now want to build a conceptual model. Models are used

emissions and provide oxygen. I wanted to gauge the

to simplify reality to better understand how the complexities

interviewees’ emotional reactions to this information.

of real-life work. For this purpose, I am collaborating

From the range of interview responses, I distinguished

with Prof. Jon Shaw (School of Geography, Earth and

three types of emotions. The first type didn’t care about

Environmental Sciences, University of Plymouth). Our model

environmental impacts, specifically stating: ‘Why would

focuses on human behaviour in environmental preservation.

I care?’. The second type felt bad about the situation,

It is a combination of the Value Belief Norm Theory of

but said that they cannot do anything, ‘I feel bad about

Environmentalism and the Environmental Citizenship

it but in Malta there is no real other option [apart from

Model. The first one is about deriving environment-friendly

cars], the buses are completely unreliable.’ They provided

behaviour from values, beliefs, and personal norms. The

other reasons like not reaching the destination on time.

second one consists of four stages, where the relevant

These participants stated that the information provided

stage for my research is the ownership level: factoring in

helped them be more careful and conscientious about the

emotions that influence an individual’s sense of obligation

transport they would use. The third type were shocked that

towards the environment. By applying this model, we can

their individual deeds were having a bad environmental

understand the value of information through environmental

impact and wanted the situation addressed: ‘There has

beliefs and the influence information has on behaviour.

to be awareness in order to reduce such emissions.’
Like the work of my colleagues Carlo Cañas (THINK

I look forward to applying the model using statistics.
This way we will gauge the role of information under

issue No. 31) and Suzanne Maas (THINK issue No. 30), my

different mobility-related scenarios. Yet as we gather

study suggests that everyone has to do their part. On the

responses, we must remember what the qualitative study

one hand, information can help people make decisions that

shows. Showing information that pushes people out of

improve their health, the environment, society, and their

their comfort zone is not enough to cause change. Strong

finances – decisions that are geared towards sustainability.

emotions will not translate into action without the right

On the other hand, policy makers, transport regulators, and

incentives — drivers may regret the damage that they

operators need to provide people with the right alternatives.

cause to the environment, and still start their car the next

For example, if there are incentives to use the bus, ensure

morning. Research can help find the right balance between

that the bus service is reliable, and if there are incentives

an information overload and barely sufficient information.
FOCUS

the information included the equivalent CO2 emissions. After

stating their preferred mode of transport, the participants
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Ten years
of jellyfish
spotting
36

The unpalatable reputation of jellyfish as nasty stingers (although few are)
can impact tourism. Prof. Alan Deidun writes about how jellyfish capture the
collective imagination: their grace and beauty, their power station-stopping
capabilities, and how scientists can learn from children.
unseen in Maltese waters. Campaign participants

seaside boards spell bad news. But take a closer

spotted nomadic jellyfish (Rhopilema nomadica), the

look, and you may find yourself enrolled… as a

Australian spotted jellyfish (Pyllorhiza punctata), the

jellyfish-spotting citizen scientist! The national

upside-down jellyfish (Cassiopea andromeda), and

Spot the Jellyfish citizen science campaign is on a

the egg-yolk jellyfish (Phacellophora camtschatica).

perpetual hunt for the assistance of willing beach-

They also found mesmerising siphonophore colonies

goers and sea buffs to document the presence (or

(deep-sea predators that look like threads), including

absence) of jelly critters in Maltese waters. Over

the hula skirt siphonophore (Physophora hydrostatica)

the years, enthusiastic citizen scientists, young

and the barbed wire jellyfish (Apolemia uvaria).

and old, have helped make important discoveries.

As a result, the campaign has greatly bolstered

What’s so intriguing about jellyfish to justify a
ten-year-long campaign just to document their
occurrence? Beauty is obviously in the eyes of the

the kaleidoscope of jellyfish species known from
Maltese waters, from 35 to nearly 50 species.
But the scientific contribution made by the

beholder. For some, including scuba divers with

Spot the Jellyfish citizen science campaign is

underwater cameras, jellyfish are the ultimate

not restricted to documentation. With this ever-

personification of grace. Despite their apparently

growing dynamic team, we identify seasonal

frail nature, jellyfish are resilient creatures, having

trends in the abundance of different gelatinous

been around for over 700 million years, pre-

species within the same waters. By painstakingly

dating dinosaurs by a stretch. Their population is

documenting jellyfish presence/absence in Maltese

surging due to the changing ocean environment,

waters since June 2010, Spot the Jellyfish allows

rising sea temperatures, nutrient runoff from

us to tease out seasonal trends. The by-the-wind

land, overfishing, and the proliferation of artificial

sailor (Velella velella, ‘qlugħ’ in Maltese), a floating

structures (such as offshore platforms and concrete

colony of polyps which resembles a veritable living

walls in harbours). Jellyfish can easily spoil a

sailing boat, blooms in local waters in February

day at the beach, and in countries like Israel and

to April. As highlighted in a recently-published

Turkey, nomadic jellyfish blooms have shut down

paper in the Journal of Coastal Research (Gatt et

power stations and have led fishers to discard

al., 2018), it blooms almost concurrently with the

their catches. Jellyfish are not a trivial matter.

mauve stinger (Pelagia noctiluca). The flamboyant

FROM FINDING SPECIES
TO TREATING STINGS

fried-egg jellyfish (Cotylorhiza tuberculata) blooms

Our research group is based at the Department of
Geoscience (University of Malta [UM]). By working
with citizen scientists, we have made many scientific
findings. We identified many species previously

over the August-November period, depending
on weather patterns. When winter is dry and
calm (like in early 2020), the mauve stinger
appears earlier and in greater numbers.
The most common jellyfish species’ seasonal
fluctuations showcase long-term impacts of
FOCUS
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f you’re planning to swim, jellyfish photos on
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1

1

Inspiring citizen scientists
of all ages about jellyfish

2

Swimming with fried
egg jellyfish

3

Kids make excellent citizen
scientists and jellyfish spotters

climate change and human activities. Besides, knowledge
of these patterns can assist coastal managers (e.g.
beach lifeguard teams and tourism authorities) and,
ultimately, swimmers. These sea buffs have really helped
us peg down jellyfish patterns to help everyone.
We work with governmental authorities to give back
to the community that helps us so generously, and this
requires venturing out of our comfort zone. The campaign

2

fosters beach management and ocean literacy by creating,
in conjunction with the campaign’s main sponsors
– the Malta Tourism Authority and the International
Ocean Institute – a jellyfish sting treatment booklet
(outcome of the EU-funded project MEDJELLYRISK).
The booklet gives first aid advice on treating common
jellyfish stings. We regularly re-print the booklet,
available digitally on the campaign website. The same
booklet helps debunk a number of myths about jellyfish
stings, including the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, namely,
that all of them can be treated with vinegar. In reality,
sting treatment is a customised affair, with vinegar
representing just one of many sting treatments.
The Spot the Jellyfish team regularly publishes bulletins
in mainstream media to draw the limelight to public health
hazards by some jellyfish species, especially the Portuguese
man o’ war (Physalia physalis), responsible for a number of
human fatalities each year, but rarely recorded in Maltese
waters. A jellyfish Q&A flyer is also downloadable through
the campaign website, based on edutainment tools from
activities regularly organised by the campaign’s team on
beaches, in summer schools, and along the seaside.

I SPOT, YOU SPOT, WE ALL SPOT THEM
Encouraging people to document jellyfish while at
the beach wasn’t easy. Not all jellyfish are the same,
yet the Maltese language lacks a specific word for
the mauve stinger, the most abundant species. The
only term is brama, which means any jellyfish.
And yet, the work has paid off. Citizen scientists in
Malta have filed over 3,000 reports during the campaign’s
10-year-long stint. On average, we receive a jellyfish
report every single day, although the reporting rate
fluctuates greatly on a seasonal basis, from five or
FOCUS

even ten a day in summer to none on stormy days.
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3

The data gathered by citizen scientists need to be verified.

Children are our most prolific repeat contributors.

Without proving that the data are solid, all that hard work

Many aspire to become marine biologists. Take my son,

can go to waste. This was very time-consuming for us, but

9-year-old Adonai, whose first report dates back to 2017,

worthwhile. We pruned out any duplicate records, or far-

when he was just six. Every year, he has consistently

fetched reports of species unsubstantiated by photographs.

submitted jellyfish reports, handling jellyfish directly

Once validated, a report is automatically plotted onto an

after watching fishers at Marsaxlokk doing it (and getting

online map of the Maltese Islands, which spatially shows

stung a number of times in the process). My twelve-year-

all of our reports. We have validated around 80% of the

old daughter Ylenia inspired us back in 2018 when she

reports received, providing timely feedback to all our

swam in a soup of fried egg jellyfish within the narrow

contributing citizen scientists. That in itself is already a feat!

creek of Wied l-Għasri in Gozo. For 11-year-old Miguel,

A decade-long campaign can suffer from burnout. To

jellyfish are so fascinating that he started drawing them

keep the project alive and kicking, Dr Adam Gauci (UM),

in the most outstanding and realistic renditions I’ve

a computer scientist, has developed an image analysis

seen of these gelatinous critters. These young people

algorithm to automate validation. The algorithm has been

ventured out of their comfort zone by overcoming a

trained on a plethora of identified jellyfish photos held

natural fear of jellyfish and empowering themselves.

within the Spot the Jellyfish database. The algorithm’s

Convinced? Well then, jump on board and start spotting

outputs closely match those of a human validator. We are

jellyfish. The submission of a report to the Spot the Jellyfish

confident that we can incorporate it within a smartphone

campaign is, literally, child’s play, as a result of the multitude

app or at least within our campaign website in the coming

of platforms one could use. You can submit a report on the

months. The campaign’s team is also collaborating with

campaign’s website (www.ioikids.net/jellyfish) in less than

colleagues from Spain and Chile to formulate a jellyfish

a minute, but if you prefer, you can also use the campaign’s

bloom forecasting model, which would identify the most

social media page (https://bit.ly/3fpsHST), smartphone

congenial period and site for a jellyfish bloom, giving beach

app, or email address (aliensmalta@gmail.com).

users and management authorities a heads-up. Aquaculture
is on the radar too, given its local economic importance

Further reading:

and potential for future growth. The campaign’s team
participated in a regional effort to assess the impact of
jellyfish blooms on the operations of aquaculture facilities
by interviewing workers within such operations.

HARD WORK PAYS OFF

Bosch-Belmar, M., Azzurro, E., Pulis, K.,
Milisenda, G., Fuentes, V., Yahia, O.K.D., Micallef,
A., Deidun, A. and Piraino, S., 2017. Jellyfish
blooms perception in Mediterranean finfish
aquaculture. Marine Policy, 76, pp.1-7.

What makes such a mammoth endeavour worthwhile? The
campaign has inspired a generation of young citizen scientists
through rather unloved creatures. Children have made some
of our more remarkable discoveries. A 12-year-old French
tourist on holiday at Dwejra, Gozo, first recorded the blue
button (Porpita porpita), leading to a research paper. Jellyfish

Deidun, A., Gauci, A., Sciberras, A., & Piraino, S.
(2018). Back with a bang–an unexpected massive
bloom of Cassiopea andromeda (Forskaal, 1775)
in the Maltese Islands, nine years after its first
appearance. BioInvasions Records, 7(4), 399-404.

reports sent in by citizen scientists have results in a myriad of
ever record of alien jellyfish species in our waters, including
the nomadic jellyfish (Rhopilema nomadica), the Australian
spotted jellyfish (Phyllorhiza punctata), and the upside-down
jellyfish (Cassiopea andromeda – Deidun et al., 2018).

Gatt, M. P., Deidun, A., Galea, A., & Gauci, A.
(2018). Is citizen science a valid tool to monitor
the occurrence of jellyfish? The spot the
jellyfish case study from the Maltese Islands.
Journal of Coastal Research, SI85, 316-320.
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other scientific papers, including those documenting the first
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Conservationists’
hide-and-seek
with seabirds
The Maltese Archipelago hosts nocturnal open seafaring pelagic birds. They have perfected
their hiding methods on the rocks, which is great for their survival, but a challenge for
researchers. Dilek Sahin writes.

S

eabirds like shearwaters

at night, seabirds like shearwaters

and petrels spend most of

and petrels nest in difficult-to-access

huge population of Mediterranean

their life at sea but need

coastal sites like sheer cliffs, or among

storm-petrels on Filfla. They decided

land to lay their single

large boulders. They also nest deep in

to look for colonies on the mainland,

egg and rear their chick.

burrows to avoid predators. Finding

and this is how they discovered one

Tiny Malta is a good option thanks

plenty of hideouts on the Maltese coast

of the largest Yelkouan shearwater

to its location and suitable habitats.

makes the islands a very hospitable

colonies at L-Aħrax tal-Mellieħa. In

We have been living near these

place, but for a seabird scientist, it

the meantime, they monitored the

secretive neighbours for many years,

is a great challenge. How would you

breeding behaviour of more than a

yet we have only started to properly

tell if the breeding seabird population

hundred Scopoli's shearwater nests.

understand them in recent decades.

is doing well without being able to

Seabirds face various threats on
land and at sea. They usually feed on
fish caught for commercial use, risking
death in fishing gear. Overexploitation

FEATURE

By 2015, ample information was

check a large sample of nests?

available for the main seabird colonies

BACK IN THE 60S

in Malta. However, we still knew very

The pioneer researchers started

little about the rest of the sites, because
they were hard to reach. BirdLife Malta

of marine resources, climate change,

tackling this challenge in Malta in the

initiated the LIFE Arċipelagu Garnija

and marine pollution threaten their

1960s, with visits to Filfla and some

project to find out more on the globally

livelihood. On land, introduced

accessible Maltese cliffs at night. Back

threatened Yelkouan shearwater, using

species like rats, cats, and invasive

then, they had very few tools to reach

various technologies to overcome the

plants reduce breeding success.

and monitor the colonies. Ringing, the

challenges in accessing nest sites.

Recreational activities around breeding

most traditional method to estimate

sites, coastal urbanisation, and light

the population size and changes,

pollution disturb their scarce rest.

was often all they could do. Despite

FROM ABSEILING
TO KAYAKING

To protect a species, you must get
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In 1966, conservationists found a

limited opportunities, pioneers did an

In the beginning, the project team,

to know it. What are their numbers,

amazing job and initiated long-term

which includes University of Malta

distribution, population parameters,

monitoring of three pelagic seabird

graduates, started exploring the sites by

and local threats? This is the most

species of the Maltese Archipelago:

boat or by kayak to scan the cliffs from

challenging part of seabird conservation.

Yelkouan shearwater, Mediterranean

the sea, and also by walking, scrambling,

Besides visiting the land only to breed

storm-petrel, and Scopoli's shearwater.

or abseiling on land. These visits helped

An illustration of a Mediterranean
storm-petrel, nesting near cliffs

map all potential breeding sites. A

The team had to learn to abseil and

sites, we were able to validate our

drone helped us check the cliff faces

rock climb to broaden its reach, which

population estimates. Then, we used

in more detail. The team then visited

takes a lot of dedication and passion.

these data as a reference to estimate

The next step was using weatherproof

bird numbers of inaccessible colonies.
The technology and dedicated

were calling in the area, which might

trail cameras to increase coverage.

indicate the presence of a breeding

These can remain on site to capture

seabird scientists are enabling effective

colony. To conclude that it is a nesting

any moment that the seabirds are

monitoring and conservation of Maltese

site you need to see birds entering

around, providing valuable information.

seabirds. However, as Sultana wrote in

into burrows or find some signs like

The team set the cameras in front of

2015 (see further reading), ‘In research

footprints, faeces, or distinct seabird

caves or nests and used the image data

and conservation of seabirds, one can

smell. So besides crawling into caves

to support the population estimates,

never reach the end of the tunnel. It is

to look for these signs, the team used

by counting the birds entering and

always an uphill struggle. Monitoring

thermal imaging technology to observe

leaving the field of view of the camera

seabirds can never be concluded.’

birds without disrupting their natural

carefully. If the data from images

And, so, our hard work continues

behaviour. With a thermal imaging

are consistent with other methods

to save these precious birds.

camera, we located the nesting caves/

used in estimating the population,

burrows. These videos let us roughly

then the numbers can be trusted.

figure out the number of breeding

Otherwise, we need to try harder.

pairs per site. We started building the

The team benefited from one of

information we needed to protect them.

the most characteristic features of

Once the nesting sites are located, it

seabirds: their loud and eerie calls.

is time to see if they are accessible from

The soundscape of Maltese cliffs

cliff top or the sea with a short climb. In

is full of seabird calls at night. Why

the majority of places, we know where

not utilise this to infer the seabird

the colonies are, but we simply cannot

density at a certain site? We used

get to them. Although they are located

automated sound recording units to

in the same archipelago, each colony

capture the night soundscape at some

has its local conditions, and we cannot

known colony sites. By comparing

simply assume that they are the same.

the intensity of calls between these

Further reading:
Sultana, J., Borg, J. J., Barbara, N.,
& Metzger, B. (2016). Fifty years of
seabird research and conservation
in the Maltese Islands: Are we
getting there? In P. Yesou, J.
Sultana, J. Walmsley, & H. Azafzaf
(Eds.), Conservation of Marine and
Coastal Birds in the Mediterranean
(pp. 82–87). UNEP-MAP RAC/SPA.
birdlifemalta.org/arcipelagugarnija
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these sites at night to check if birds
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Ghost in
the shell
In 1947, excavation works exposed a new type of pottery in a burial site outside Żebbuġ, Malta.
Like many other antique pots, the find contains foraminifers – single-celled organisms living in
shells. Dr Ing. John Charles Betts and Dr Catriona Brogan write about how these creatures can
unlock the secrets of the Neolithic era.

S

ix million years ago a tiny single-celled creature,

store rooms of Malta’s National Museum of Archaeology. Dr

and died at sea under the Mediterranean sun.

Catriona Brogan, the project’s principal researcher, sorted

The tiny shell of this hole-bearer – the Latin term

through hundreds of sherds to identify a sample set of 381.

‘foraminifer’ refers to the holed shell – sank to

The sherds are from the earlier part of the Neolithic period

the sea bed. With time, and in the company of countless

in Malta, produced by pre-Temple period societies before

others, it became an island. Millions of years later people

the advent of the better-known Temple builders, famous for

sailed over the same sea to populate the island. People

building Ħaġar Qim, Mnajdra, and many other structures.

and foraminifers met in various ways, and we, humans, are
excited to be this remarkable creature’s new contact point.
In 1947, a Royal Navy installation at Ta’ Trapna was busy

Powerful lenses showed us a landscape of minerals
and fossils (including thousands of foraminifers and

stopped works upon finding five rock-cut tombs containing

the remains of other small organisms) embedded in dull

human remains and pottery. Decades later, in 2018, the

or vivid, red or grey pottery. Could the foraminifer’s

edge of one pot sherd from this excavation finds itself

identity provide a clue to the clay’s origin?
The shells of these creatures are not easy to identify.

Classics and Archaeology (University of Malta [UM]): the

They have been fired, cut, and ground to be able to see

fossilised foraminifer saw daylight again, transformed

under a microscope. Still, we are finding indications that

into an important part of the archaeological record.

the species in the Neolithic pottery are found locally. These

This one little fossil is one of many clues which we
are looking at, hoping to find the source of clay used

FEATURE

The team documented the pottery sherds. We ground
an edge flat to be able to see it under the microscope.

with Dockyard workers digging trenches. A civil engineer

under the lenses of a microscope at the Department of
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The single-celled creature’s journey continued in the

from a family called Globigerina, floated, grew,

could have been made in Malta, rather than imported.
Foraminifers are only a small part of the story. Small

by Neolithic potters. The project brings together an

mineral particles are also embedded in the pot sherds. Some

interdisciplinary team of archaeologists, engineers, and

of these would have been picked up along with the clay.

natural scientists to explore the fabric of pottery sherds to

Malta has many scenic coastal or inland clay slopes, such as il-

understand the technique, skills, and capabilities of potters

Qarraba, near Ġnejna Bay. If you look closely at the grey clay,

in the early Neolithic period on the Maltese Islands.

you’d see debris from crumbling Greensand layers above the

Left: A starry sky of inclusions and
foraminifers in a mosaic-like microscope
image of an Għar Dalam sherd
Photo by Dr Catriona Brogan

clay, plant seeds, wind-blown sand, and particles.
When collecting clay, the potter would have picked
all of these up. In addition, temper would be added
to make the clay object survive the manufacturing,
drying, and firing processes. This would need small
particles of stone, organic material, or crushed
broken pottery or shells. Organic material would
mostly burn away, but the minerals would remain.
These microscopic traces reveal fascinating

Il-Qarraba (at right of photo) and its
grey clay slopes, near Golden Bay
Photo by Dr Catriona Brogan

secrets about Malta’s former inhabitants. A
whole team of people are needed to unravel the
mystery. To analyse these samples, we collaborate
with an Italian researcher who specialises in
polarised light microscopy. Locally, Heritage

A mass of Globigerina foraminifers seen in a
sherd in a Scanning Electron Microscope
Photo by Dr Catriona Brogan and Heritage Malta

Malta’s Diagnostics Laboratory handles
scanning electron microscopy. The Department
of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
(UM) provides X-Ray Diffraction techniques.
The team identifies the material’s nature and
narrows down their origin. Did the potter
collect temper in Sicily or in Malta? Pottery
found in Malta is similar to Sicilian examples
in style and colour. For example, the Sicilian
Stentinello ware is similar to the Maltese Għar
Dalam pottery. But if the pots used Sicilian
material, literature tells us that part of it
would be volcanic. Such information tells us
interesting stories about the way people and
skills moved around the Mediterranean.
To show what we have discovered we are
opening a temporary exhibition at the National
Museum of Archaeology in Valletta. The research
will continue with further analyses and an
attempt to reproduce the methods used by the

Globigerina foraminifer
under the microscope
Photo by Dr Catriona Brogan

Neolithic potters. We are working on a citizen
science project, where volunteers will help us
determine the numbers of different foraminifers
in the collection of over 10,000 images from
the current project. And you too will be able to

MaltaPot Project is funded by the
European Commission’s Marie
Skłodowska-Curie grant. For more
information, please visit the project
website, accessible from June
2020, at um.edu.mt/maltapot.
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join the long journey of the foraminifers.
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Science alone cannot
save your fertility
Fertility is decreasing worldwide as people have children later in life. Prof. Jean Calleja Agius
wants to engage youths to understand reproductive physiology, fertility care, and its preservation.
a woman’s menstrual cycle, I get a

at the European Society of Human

gynaecologist specialising

whole lottery of different answers

Reproduction and Embryology and

in early pregnancy

(the right answer is 14 days before

also collaborated with the patient

complications, I routinely

the first day of the menstrual cycle:

support group Fertility Europe. This

work with patients

for example, in a cycle of 21 days,

society aims to increase awareness for

having miscarriages or infertility.

the answer is Day 7, while in a cycle

fertility education. I try to do so every

Looking back at my 20-years-long

of 35 days, the answer is Day 21). A

time I meet my students. Everyone

lecturing career, I am appalled to see

mobile app will not accurately work

needs this knowledge in their lives.

that the Internet age has not addressed

that out for you, as it cannot predict

the lack of basic reproductive

exactly when the next cycle will start.

NO TIME FOR CHILDREN

health in my medical students.

I worry even more when many

An average medical doctor is 23

believe that coitus interruptus

years old when he/she gets his/her

sample of the population – most are

(withdrawal) alone is a very safe

degree and spends two years working

highflyers with top grades in their

method of contraception at their age

to get the warrant. Specialisation

Biology ‘A’ Level. And yet consistently,

of around 19 years. And what saddens

takes around four years. If you have to

cohort after cohort, I am shocked at

me most is that these are the people

stop to have children, you fall behind

their lack of knowledge on their own

taking care of other people and being

in the race. Next come endless nights

fertility. I get confused stares as I

asked for advice. And if the crème de la

on call, till you become a consultant or

explain that a normal menstrual cycle

crème don’t have the right knowledge,

decide to go solo privately. Only then

can lie anywhere between 21 and 35

what about the rest of our youth?

do you regain control over your life.

My students are not a random

days, and when I pose the question
of when is the most fertile day in

For the last five years, I have been
the national representative for Malta

At that point you can consider starting
off a family by your mid-thirties.

FEATURE

A

s an obstetrician and
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Prof. Jean Calleja Agius with her daughter Amélie

belief that by working hard and doing

an increasingly popular lucrative

more likely you believe that natural

whatever it takes, by hook or by

option for women wishing to delay

conception will lead to having a

crook, they will achieve their goals.

child bearing, or so they think.

perfectly healthy baby. And if not,

After years of preventing conception,

science will come to the rescue

being careful about avoiding the

the procedure are mainly those

through assisted reproductive

slightest slip that may disrupt career

undergoing medical treatments

technology. The technology doesn’t

plans and reputation, their maternal/

that interfere with fertility, such as

always work – despite leaps in

paternal instinct kicks in and keeps

chemotherapy. But for increasing

technology and understanding since

them from concentrating on anything.

numbers of women, the passage of

The more educated you are, the

the first ‘test tube baby’ Louise

FEATURE

time, not a medical condition, denies

Brown’s birth in 1978, and millions

are normally the ones who delay

them a chance at motherhood.

of children conceived this way since

their fertility, willingly or unwillingly,

Nowadays even some employers offer

then, statistically, the average take-

putting their faith in modern

egg freezing to high-flying talented

home baby rate is less than 30%,

technology. This, together with the

women. Corporations like Apple

irrespective of the clinic you go

recent advances in cryopreservation,

and Facebook offer such benefits,

to, the country, and its legislation.

has led to oocyte freezing for social

claiming it empowers women to

Think about it. If you were told that

reasons. While the freezing of sperm

concentrate on work and raise their

you were to undergo a procedure

has been commonplace for decades,

families at a time of their choice.

which has a 70% failure rate, would

successful egg cryopreservation is a

you volunteer? Most likely no.

recent advance. Freezing a woman's

capacity to conceive decreases.

eggs at age 30 ‘freezes in time’

Pregnancy complications and

irrespective of their social standing

her fertility potential and gives her

miscarriage risk become much

or education. Maybe that is because

the chance of a healthy pregnancy

higher. Donor eggs are not an

of their deeply rooted drive for

at a time of her choosing. Egg

easy option because of ethical

overcoming stumbling blocks, their

freezing is pricey but has become

concerns and supply constraints.

But infertile couples would,
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So professional high achievers

To date, women who use

Yet by their late thirties, women’s

PLANNING TO HAVE KIDS? THESE ARE THE THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
• Women are born with all the eggs that they are going to have. At the age of 38, up to 90% are already used up.
• Men start producing sperm from puberty, but the quality declines with age. In one ejaculation, healthy men
produce about 100 million sperm. Healthy women of reproductive age have around 500 ovulations in a lifetime –
one egg a month.
• Pregnancy is only possible from around 3 days before ovulation up till the day after ovulation.
• Fertility is ageist. Women under the age of 30 years have a 20% chance of getting pregnant each month, and
this decreases to 5% at the age of 40. When the male partner is over 45 years of age, there is an increased risk
of miscarriage and congenital anomalies.
• Most people (84%) get pregnant within one year of trying. If you have been unsuccessfully trying for more than
1 year (for women over 35 years: over 6 months), it is time to speak to your doctor.
• Sexually transmitted diseases, weight problems (both over- and under-weight), smoking, and alcohol are among
the many factors which can lead to infertility.
• The chances of having a baby after one IVF attempt are around 30% in women under 35 years of age, but only
about 10% in women between 40 and 45 years of age.

But are frozen eggs really a time

and cause adhesions. Few women

primary education, and not just wait and

machine from one’s own youth?

who have frozen their eggs have

see if one manages to enter Medical

TRAVEL BACK
THROUGH TIME

used them, making research difficult.

School to have all this explained!

patients (see Goldman et al., 2017).

reproductive autonomy, it is a

in the park. Apart from the financial and

controversial therapeutic option

emotional rollercoaster, the treatment

because of age-related obstetric

has severe side-effects, from bruising,

complications, cost, and the risk

bloating, pain, hot flushes, and severe

of unsuccessful future treatment

mood swings, to dangerous thrombosis,

(see Jones et al., 2018). Social

renal failure, and pulmonary oedema.

egg freezing may be advertised

To top it all, the personal sacrifices

to harmonise gender differences,

which have to be made, like days

but the scientific community is

off work, postponing meetings and

still debating ethical concerns (see

business trips, and putting the rest of

Borovecki et al., 2018). The prospect of

your life on hold, while trying to keep

reproductive immortality may quickly

this matter private, are immeasurable.

turn into a dangerous delusion.
Egg freezing carries inherent

Further reading:

IVF (in vitro fertilisation) is not a walk

As a lecturer and practitioner I
advocate for thinking about these

risks. Oocyte stimulation can cause

issues early. Young people should be

lethal ovarian hyperstimulation

equipped with the knowledge they

syndrome, and the egg harvesting,

need to make informed choices about

which involves an operation under

whether, when, and how they intend to

anaesthesia, can damage the ovaries

have children. This needs to start from

Jones BP et al., The Dawn of a
New Ice Age: Social Egg Freezing,
Acta Obstet Gynecol Scand,
97 (6), 641-647 Jun 2018.
Borovecki A et al, Social Egg
Freezing Under Public Health
Perspective: Just a Medical
Reality or a Women's Right? An
Ethical Case Analysis J Public
Health Res, 7 (3), 1484, 2018.
Goldman RH et al. Predicting
the Likelihood of Live
Birth for Elective Oocyte
Cryopreservation: A Counseling
Tool for Physicians and
Patients, Hum Reprod, 32
(4), 853-859, 2017.
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While egg freezing enhances

Lack of data makes it hard to counsel
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IDEA
Innovators play a
a different game
South Africa-based entrepreneur Rapelang Rabana says that when it comes to innovation,
the skills and experiences we accumulate over our lifetime are better resources than formal
qualifications. Words by Daiva Repeckaite.

E

verything around you that

is uninhibited by legacy technologies.

an app she compares to ‘Uber

you call life was made up

‘[When Skype came along,] we didn’t

for domestic workers’. It helped

by people who were no

have personal laptops with high-speed

thousands reshape their participation

smarter than you,’ African

bandwidth,’ she explains, showing how

in the informal economy. Millions

innovator Rapelang Rabana

African businesses were mobile-first.

of women work in people’s homes

LEAD WITH IDEAS

as nannies, chefs, or gardeners.

told her audience in Malta, quoting
Steve Jobs. ‘When you choose [not
to] accept an assumption that is no

world, Rabana generously praises

protects the rate set, she explains.

it is those moments that are a true

innovators from around Africa. At a

In her opinion, the information

source of innovation.’ Her words

South African startup competition,

gathered could also help governments

hit a chord as the coronavirus

she had once assessed a crime alert

target subsidies to reach informal

pandemic ripples worldwide and

system developed for disadvantaged

workers: ‘There is no transparency

society grapples with the pressures

townships. ‘You can’t rely on alarm

as to what they’re doing or how

of online learning, the quest for tools

systems, because the police or

far they travel, and I imagine that

to stay productive, and the need

security guards will take a long

once the data build up and become

to better distribute resources.

time. Essentially it’s a community-

more readily available, governments

based crime alert system, where

will be in a different position [...]

a keynote speech at the Malta

they’ve got devices that can make

to subsidise [their] transport.’

Innovation Summit. She emphasised

a loud noise and alert community

the unique position African

members when things happen.’

entrepreneurs are in, as their creativity
IDEA

service, as it logs their hours and

longer serving your best interests,

In October 2019, Rabana gave
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In her speeches around the

The app professionalised the whole

Other innovators came up with

Rabana built her own business
after graduation. She decided to
sell this business rather than be

drawn into the telecom wars, she told Quartz. Rather

same forum’s Young Global Leader two years later, she

than power games, she says she was drawn to follow

is known as the founder and chair of Rekindle Learning

her curiosity and come up with new solutions. ‘It doesn’t

– a microlearning app designed to transform static

depend on the degrees you have; it’s going to come

learning material like textbooks, training manuals, and

down to your capacity to tap into your internal wisdom,

slides into interactive learning materials with videos and

your curiosity, to build this value,’ she told the Innovation

questions. Ventures Africa described the product as ‘a

Summit. She quoted Paul Graham, ‘Ideas are usually a

GPS-like tool that helps individuals without experience

result of an external stimulus hitting a prepared mind.’

navigate through organisational processes and rules.’

Honoured among the 15 Women Changing the World
in 2015 by the World Economic Forum and then as the

The Rekindle concept germinated during her school
years. ‘I went to very good schools, but even [so], I was very
frustrated. When you write a test, you get feedback, and you
promise yourself that you will revise before the next exam,
but you never do. It was too hard to track the stuff that you
were struggling with. I was thinking, surely there must be a
method to help us track the things we are struggling with,
so that we know where to focus. And yet, there wasn’t,’
she remembers. ‘So you keep getting better at the things
you’re good at, and worse at the things you’re bad at.’
Mentoring children in townships of Johannesburg
brought Rabana back to her own school memories. Yet
for these children the only feedback they would get
from school was a mark. ‘That means they don’t have
an opportunity to self-correct,’ she realised. Rekindle
can remind students about their wrong answers and
drill the question until they get it right. Where there
is a huge need, innovation has great potential.

FROM CLASSROOMS TO CORPORATIONS
Although Rekindle has persevered in its educational
mission for diverse schooling and is used for English
fluency, Rekindle Learning’s main target is other
businesses. What emerged from classrooms evolved
into a product that companies use to train staff.
‘We work a lot with companies. They use the app in
sales and customer service, even in regulation compliance
services, especially in banking,’ explains Rabana. There
IDEA

Rapelang Rabana
Photo by Shezi Ink.
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Rapelang Rabana in Malta
Photo by Malta Innovation Summit

are a lot of regulations that staff have to comply with. It’s

to see that for many companies training is just a tick-

boring – you tell them to read 400-page manuals. They

box exercise. They are not really trying to improve the

say that they read it, but nobody has the patience to read

performance of their staff. They are happy to just say

those things,’ she told THINK. Her app instead allows

that they attended a two-day workshop, and they don’t

workers to build their knowledge in 10-15 minute daily

care that people walked away without remembering

sessions by answering questions. Users can set the time

anything. It’s really disheartening that people can tolerate

frame when they are available to focus on learning. ‘It

inefficient learning outcomes just because they’ve

keeps asking you questions until you show that you got

ticked the box that they’d sent people for training.’

it right on more than one occasion,’ the founder says.
Even after global recognition, selling the service to
large enterprises is no walk in the park. Rabana says

Speaking after the Malta Innovation Summit, she shared

that it took three years to convince some of them.

that she wants to set up an investment platform for

‘Corporations don’t usually trust startups, especially run

startups. In the meantime, she keenly observes her

by black women,’ she observes. In some settings, the

environment. From discussions with Maltese counterparts,

word goes that certain corporate representatives will not

she picked up the idea of two types of values: mercantile

close a deal with a woman. ‘I try to have diverse people

and guardian. ‘The mercantile mindset is made up of

in the room, because I don’t know who has prejudice

traders, the people who went around and met new

and who hasn’t,’ Rabana admits, but over time she has

people all the time; the guardian mindset is more

become more selective of her clients, and developed

aligned with religion, the military, and systems. [These

strategies to deal with prejudiced teams: ‘I identify the

colleagues] thought that Malta was still in the guardian

real changemakers in the company and ally with them.’

mindset. That was an interesting insight,’ she shares.

IDEA

Overcoming this barrier does not guarantee product
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Rabana is now creating an innovation infrastructure
that wouldn’t be held back by the hurdles she faced.

She spots a problem: too many people cannot see

take-up. ‘Companies always say that people are their

past the circumstances they are in. Innovation needs

greatest asset, and you would expect them to invest

infrastructure. But above everything, it needs people

in their performance. But I was really disappointed

who play the game by drafting their own rules.

Zooming in
on urban
design
From research-based interventions in New York to a children’s local council in Malta,
international minds look for ways to create better urban design to increase residents’ quality
of life. Martina Borg and Daiva Repeckaite tune in to hear their thoughts.
Playspace was inspired by another game involving the

the top [decision-makers], if not to drive or

use of an assembly kit and cards, developed by Berlin-

encourage change, certainly to facilitate it.

based group, Invisible Playground. It was adapted for

We should not be taking decisions that are

children through the use of a cardboard ‘building’ kit

inconsistent with progressive directions,’

and two sets of cards consisting of ‘imaginary places’

says architect Jacques Borg Barthet. Of course there

and ‘activities’. Teams of children were invited to discuss

is much that residents can do to question how their

combinations of imaginary places and activities, to construct

own behaviour affects the use of urban space.

with their Playspace kit. The idea was to improve the

Borg Barthet is Director of Practice at AP Valletta, an
architecture firm, and visiting assistant lecturer at the
University of Malta (UM). Together with Joanna Frank,
CEO of the Center for Active Design (USA), he addressed

conditions for children to move safely around towns.

CAN WE USE THIS?
In New York, Frank’s insights mirror what we observe

a keen online audience in April 2020 to discuss community

in Malta. Their centre’s research showed that public

co-creation in urban design. During the conference, Borg

space affects mental health and human behaviour.

Barthet spoke about Playspace, a project his firm took on,

‘Low-income communities with high levels of residential

where they joined forces with the Siggiewi Local Council

greenery had similar mortality rates to higher-income

and reclaimed a village square for a day. ‘We developed the

communities,’ she found out. Her centre created a new

idea of working with children, after a discussion we had with

online system based on this research (Fitwel) to introduce

the Siggiewi Local Council. The latter has a special Local

guiding principles that can be adapted to different

Council for Children in the 9 to 12 age group who were keen

communities, as a way of sharing best practices.

to be involved. Children are some of the most vulnerable
and least considered public space users,’ he explained.

The curators of the event, Dr Ann Laenen, visiting senior
lecturer at UM, together with Stefan Kolgen, a transmedia
IDEA
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ou will always require involvement from
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‘We wanted to reflect with
others about the effect
of the pandemic on our
lives after COVID-19.

storyteller, wanted international experts to reflect on the role

for the built environment to better support quality of

of design in the post-COVID-19 world. ‘The main issues and

life. But we speak of the environment and development

themes that arise [in urban design] are quite universal. Once

as if they were separate realities. We need a better

you start implementing projects related to these themes,

vision for the environments we wish to inhabit. Strong

which are quite specific, one sees and realises that the

visionary leadership is necessary to make that happen.’

projects themselves need to be tweaked to local contexts,’

SEARCHING FOR LEADERSHIP

Laenen believes. In New York, the Center for Active Design
revealed that communities with well-cared for and easily

and community is crucial. ‘We require a broad culture

involvement than those with less space to interact. Reflecting

change – and cultures tend to change slowly until they

on the local project, Borg Barthet added that fears of the

pick up momentum. Education is essential in this regard.

‘other’, typical in local communities, could perhaps be

We have to start by finding constructive ways of showing

overcome if people were given more opportunities to mingle.

that things can be done differently and that change can

Frank (an active design expert) explained that her

IDEA

have remarkable benefits.’ For this reason the Playspace

project was supported by former New York Mayor

team considered children to be important potential

Michael Bloomberg. The top-down approach proved

drivers for change. The Playspace project was funded by

effective. But can inclusive design emerge without such

Valletta 2018 (the agency running Valletta’s European

support? ‘Governance and culture studies suggest that

Capital of Culture activities) and Valletta Design Cluster.

decision takers will not take decisions counter to the core
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Borg Barthet believes that bridging culture, design,

accessible public areas bred more civic pride and community

The architect references other campaigns that pushed

culture of their electorate,’ Borg Barthet tells THINK.

change by targeting younger age groups. ‘If we look at

‘So, we have to start to change that culture. Clearly,

anti-smoking campaigns in schools, we can see that this

there already is a demand for better public space and

has had an impact on both children and their families. Our

Jacques Borg Barthet

intent here is to raise awareness

exchange on different perceptions

and urban design,’ the curators

of the importance of the street as

of public space,’ the architect says.

comment. Creating a virtual space

In his view, communities must find

for this discussion was their way of

Change has to start by getting people

ways to take public space back for

promoting a better ‘new normality’.

to consider that things do not have

people’s use. ‘Part of the car-dependent

‘We wanted to reflect with others

to be as they have always been.’

mentality arises out of a sense that

about the effect of the pandemic on

the street is not a safe or comfortable

our lives after COVID-19. With social

the health and other impacts of car

space for pedestrians, cyclists,

distancing we felt that placemaking

domination – the habits we form in

wheelchair and other assisted mobility

got an extra dimension,’ Laenen

childhood grow up with us,’ states

users – so people feel that they have

says. ‘The need to meet, the need

Borg Barthet. On the morning of

little choice but to drive their cars.

to share, the need to belong seem

the project, several community

This is a chicken-and-egg situation.

to be stronger. The new normal will

members joined in the fun, watching

Forward-looking cities are making life

be a different normal. So we wanted

the children and just talking to

easier on pedestrians and other road

to use the current time to reflect on

each other. When vehicles are

users and harder on cars. Look at the

what could guide that new normal.’

present, these kinds of interactions

Plazas Program in New York; they

are much less likely and often less

used low-cost interventions (barriers,

hazards are worse in overcrowded

comfortable. ‘We are still exploring

paint, planters) to take over sections

cities with inadequate infrastructure.

ways to take this forward and are

of road area for use as public spaces.’

Communities are friendlier and

‘In Malta, we still fail to consider

considering whether there is scope

‘The Playspace project [...] is a good

Frank emphasised how public

healthier when urban spaces

to offer a version of Playspace on

local example of including children in

encourage movement, but

an international platform to allow

the thought process of placemaking

will authorities listen?
IDEA

a space for users other than cars.
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One crop
greener; the
whole planet
cleaner
Growing edible plants in vertically stacked layers without soil can revolutionise food supply,
two entrepreneurs decided. If they were to repeat their journey today, they wouldn’t insist on
all-local supplies and would have piloted and tested more. But the system is almost ready,
Alex Johnson and Jake Spiteri of Smart Agrifarm tell Daiva Repeckaite.
knowledge of business or

technical expertise, entrepreneurial

from your balcony, or harvesting

entrepreneurship, so we had to learn

skills, and advice were important for

microgreens from under an LED

a lot about how to start a business

our current project,’ Spiteri adds.

lamp in your basement. No guilt over

and run it feasibly over a long time,’

plastic packaging, no racing against

Johnson admits. ‘And this requires a

FARMERS OF THE TECH AGE

time to consume a week’s worth of

good deal of knowledge in many sectors

shopping before plants wilt, and no

– from economics and marketing to

TAKEOFF Seed Fund Award, they are

dependence on imports that may be

state laws that govern businesses.’

refining their system, which they will

destroying the livelihoods of distant

The two met as they pursued

As they prepare to apply for the

sell in modules. ‘We intend to showcase

communities. When this Malta-based

their BSc and Masters at the

the products that can be grown via the

duo approaches investors, they say

University of Malta. Their interest

system we designed, and how each

that in a land-scarce country like Malta,

in environment-friendly ventures

module could be set up in various

vertical farming would be the answer

took them to ClimateLaunchPad,

locations for reliable food production.

to numerous issues. Using their science

the world’s largest green business

Our aim is to sell them to various

background and entrepreneurial drive,

ideas competition, in 2015. This was

restaurants and other larger scale food

Alex Johnson and Jake Spiteri started

their crash course on startups and

distribution companies who wish to

developing easy kits for hydroponic

business model development. ‘After

grow their own produce,’ says Johnson.

(which means soil-free) plant growing.

the competition, we started working

‘It’s our little ironic joke that we got

on the first proposals for hydroponics

companies take small steps to be

science degrees to become old-

and vertical farming. We’d like to

greener, helping individuals and

school farmers,’ Johnson comments.

mention the help of Prof. Luciano

companies grow their crops. ‘The way

M. Stagno, who joined our team. His

we see it, each crop grown greener

‘We both have no previous

Idealistically they want to help

START UP

I

magine plucking some veggies right
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keeps the planet cleaner,’ says Johnson.
According to the National Statistics
Office, there are under 1,800 full-time
and around 2,000 part-time farmers in
Malta. Competition with imports, water
scarcity, and climate change pressures
make their lives ever more difficult. ‘It
isn't easy to make positive turnovers in
agriculture these days, unless one has
a great deal of growth area. And then
there is of course the skill and labour
behind it all,’ Johnson continues. ‘So
we figured, let's use what we know,
which is science, to become modern
day farmers, and design a system that
can grow produce effectively, in high
yields, without the need for pesticide
or fertilisers. In essence, our produce
is organic, but because of certain laws
we cannot actually label it that way.
More importantly, this technology
can be applied in any household.’
The duo is high on excitement ‘to see
it go through to the end, from a pen and
paper [sketch] to a running system with
great potential.’ According to Johnson,
it is essential for entrepreneurs to be

START UP

optimistic and not let themselves be
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disheartened easily. ‘Having said this,

Top, middle and bottom left: Jake Spiteri and Alex Johnson the SmartAgrifarm duo and their harvest
Above: SmartAgrifarm's harvest of microgreens under LED light

being realistic is also important. We

he says that their chemistry research

because we can alter the project or

always wanted to pursue a business idea

background trained them in problem-

go for something different in case

which is sustainable both as a business

solving. ‘We had many days and hours

things do not go as predicted.’

model and environmentally. If things do

sitting down throwing ideas around to

indeed go as well as we hope for locally,

find solutions for each [issue], and the

business incubator at the University

we will expand the business overseas.’

dynamic is very good. I think one key

of Malta, they brushed up on another

SCIENCE MEETS ENTERPRISE

notion to point out is the importance of

key startup principle: testing, testing,

finding a balance between perseverance

and more testing. ‘We wanted to do a

on a problem till it's solved, and

full-scale system right from the bat, but

the going got tough. ‘We wasted a

knowing when to push aside an idea

over time, and with the aid of TOSFA

lot of time relying on many people to

and think of another solution,’ he says.

funding, we came to understand the

get back to us with details about their

‘We are used to analysing data and

importance of a pilot project as a

products or services, and this delayed

establishing if something is working as

cornerstone. This allowed us to learn

us many times,’ Johnson remembers.

predicted or not. If it’s not working, we

a great deal on our idea, whilst not

‘This was especially true when trying

troubleshoot the process and determine

having to commit to a certain degree

to rely on local outlets. In hindsight,

what can be improved,’ Spiteri

of funding, which might have cost

though we really wished to use as

reiterates. He says they would apply

us our own and investor money and

many local supplies as possible, when it

this approach even if a looming obstacle

a great deal of time,’ Johnson says.

comes to cost and efficiency, imported

threatened to break their business.

supplies are better unfortunately.

Spiteri likes to draw up to-do lists

The goal now is to raise enough
money to make a living from their

Knowing this earlier could have

and set goals. He sees himself as

passion project. ‘We would be very

saved us a good couple of years!’

an organised person, but the world

happy and satisfied if we were able

of business sometimes demands

to employ other people full- or

similar systems, as they ventured into

leeway. ‘Being organised is crucial

part-time to keep the business

an area they admit to initially having

when we have target dates and

going and grow,’ says Johnson, as

no knowledge about. ‘This helped

deadlines. However, throughout

he dreams of overseas expansion.

us understand our limitations, to

the years we have learnt to leave

Meanwhile, the two hope to find

persevere and not falter when problems

margin for flexibility and change.

many customers who are interested

arise,’ Johnson continues. And yet,

In this sense, spontaneity is useful

in growing their own food.

The team took their time to study

START UP

The duo supported each other when

As they approached the TAKEOFF
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Hidden
treasures
in the waste
Processing fish and seafood is wasteful. Malta’s
researchers join a collaborative project which brings
academic institutions, governmental entities, and SMEs
together to reduce that waste. Dr Alexia Massa-Gallucci
and Manya Russo from AquaBioTech Group tell the story.

O

ceans cover 70% of the Earth’s surface. Millions of
marine organisms are an important source of food, as
well as bioactive substances to make pharmaceutical
products and cosmetics. Much of their mass is lost during
processing, propelling the demand for raw materials.

With fewer losses, the demand for fresh fish would decrease.
Wild caught and farmed fish are an essential source of animal protein,

providing some people with up to half of their daily protein. Since the
1960s, the annual global fish consumption has grown two times faster
than the world’s population. Between 1961 and 2015, consumption more
than doubled, from 9kg to 21kg per capita. In 2016, global fish production
reached 171 million tonnes, shared between fishing and aquaculture.
Around one eighth went towards purposes other than people’s food.

A NOXIOUS PROBLEM
Fish meal and oil are the most nutritious and digestible ingredients
for livestock feeds, both in aquaculture and agriculture. To produce
a stable supply of fish meal and fish oil, already overfished species
like mackerel or anchovies are caught each year to satisfy the
demand. This demand for fish protein has given a boost to fish
processing industries, but it also creates a lot of waste.
The fisheries and aquaculture industries discard between a third
and a half of the fish mass they process. Moreover, hospitality
establishments and restaurants are notoriously wasteful. Proper
handling and fish product preservation would reduce waste.
Fish waste is mostly internal organs, skin, bones, cut-offs, and spoiled or
damaged fish. Although they are organic, they are a huge environmental
LAB TO LIFE

problem. Firstly, processing waste needs energy. Secondly, waste
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thrown overboard lowers oxygen levels in sea waters, smothering living

Fish feed
Photo by AquaBioTech Group

organisms at the sea bottom and upsetting the marine

collagen (gelatin) has many applications in scientific

ecosystem. But in a circular economy (see THINK No.

research labs and the pharmaceuticals industry.

30), these by-products could become useful materials,

Restaurants discard anchovy residues, tuna offal, and

such as bioactive compounds, collagen, fatty acids, fish

mixed fish waste, which could be used to make fishmeal

meal, and fish oils. They could find their niche in the food,

and fish oils. The BYTHOS team wants to use fish meal

pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, and cosmetic industries,

produced at the University of Palermo and the Ministry for

transforming fish production industries into more

the Environment, Sustainable Development and Climate

environmentally sustainable ones that avoid pollution.

Change’s (Malta) facilities to produce innovative fish

Malta and Italy have long-standing fisheries traditions.

feed. AquaBioTech Group, the enterprise representative

To turn fish waste into a resource, a consortium of

in the project, is testing it at the company’s Recirculation

Maltese and Italian partners came together and received

Aquaculture Systems facilities on a number of fish farm

funding from the Interreg V-A Italia-Malta Programme,

species. The tests will help evaluate the product’s quality.

founding the BYTHOS project that wants to use biotech

The University of Palermo is also investigating the possibility

innovation to improve sustainability and human health.

to use omega-3 and -6 oil to produce food supplements.

The consortium, led by Universita’ degli Studi di Palermo

The project provides business opportunities for

(Italy), brings together biotechnology experts with business

entrepreneurs, start-ups, and established businesses

and industry professionals, as well as governmental bodies.

in Malta and Sicily to drive innovation. With extraction

The project team is working on biotechnologies to extract

protocols in place and ingredients properly characterised,

high-added-value compounds from fish waste. Doing

fish waste products can find their market and bring

so will create a business space where research and local

profit. The business space will support the development

enterprises can meet to promote investment in innovation,

of business plans, forecast the products’ commercial

generating businesses and jobs. Showing the commercial

success, provide interested parties with know-how on

value of fish waste will encourage the fishing industry

this growing sector, and offer a networking platform.

and food services to become cleaner and less wasteful.

But most importantly, as different as the team members

WASTE TURNED INTO GOLD

are, they all want to promote the circular economy,
and more sustainable, cleaner industries.

omega fatty acids, and fish meal. Within the BYTHOS
project the University of Palermo is developing protocols
to extract these useful substances. Researchers have
already extracted bioactive molecules that can be
used in cosmetic products and other industries.
Another valuable compound from fish offal is
marine collagen. Currently the University of Malta is
working on extracting collagen, which is used in food,
cosmetics formulations, and in medicines. Hydrolised

The project BYTHOS ‘Biotechnologies for Human
Health and Blue Growth’ is funded by the European
Union’s Interreg V-A Italia-Malta Programme under
project code C1-1.1-9. We would like to thank
the BYTHOS partners: Universita’ degli Studi di
Palermo (Italy), Comune di Lipari (Italy), Distretto
Turistico Pescaturismo e Cultura del Mare (Italy),
University of Malta (Malta), and the Ministry for
the Environment, Sustainable development and
Climate Change (Malta). Read more: www.bythos.eu

LAB TO LIFE

Consider this: fish waste proves to be an extremely
valuable source of bioactive molecules, marine collagen,
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A career
fashioned
in Malta
Heidi Ruggier wanted to study film. Today she’s president and founder of Torontobased public relations company Matte PR, advisor with Ryerson University’s
School of Fashion programme, and mentor with Toronto Fashion Incubator.
In her world, that’s a perfectly logical outcome. Words by Cassi Camilleri.
But it required some adjustments. Joining her

she says, her smiling eyes framed by an iconic

cousin Dr Amy Tanti on a random errand to the

pair of black thick-rimmed glasses. A natural

University of Malta (UM), she was struck by the

storyteller, Heidi Ruggier effortlessly hones in

vibe of the place. When Tanti suggested applying

on the early breadcrumbs that led her down

to study there, Ruggier jumped on the idea.

the path towards an exciting career in public

‘Amy said there wasn’t a dedicated film degree,

relations and a life packed with art, fashion, and

so I should go for Communications. So I did.

food appreciation. This is thanks to her openness

A few months later, I flew back home, packed

to mixing and matching, trying and experimenting.

my bags, and moved to Malta,’ she grins.

‘After graduating highschool, I went on to study
history and English. But one of my electives was
a film class, and that class changed everything.

DECISIONS, DECISIONS
Ruggier’s time at the UM had a lasting impact.

That was where I watched Female Trouble,’ she

‘I had a great experience in Malta. I love how,

remembers. Female Trouble is a controversial dark

compared to schools in Canada that have a few

comedy directed by John Waters and starring

hundred students in a single class, there were 30

actor, singer, and drag queen Divine. Its blend

of us in our sessions. It was so cool. We really got

of the surreal and bizarre make it, to this day,

to discuss and engage. And I think we learnt a

a very divisive film. ‘It was mind-blowing. I had

lot that way.’ And it didn’t feel like compromising

never seen anything like it. People walked out

on her love of film at all. ‘I adored my classes

of that class, and complained to the school. But

with [Prof.] Salvu Catania. He was brilliant. But

I just loved it. I thought it was brilliant. That was

as it happened, studying communications more

when I decided to go ahead with film [studies].’

broadly served me perfectly because that’s the

On a family trip to Malta, the opportunity

degree that got me into PR. If it had been a film

arose for Ruggier to put that plan into action.

degree, I probably wouldn’t have been able to
Alumni

I

’ve always been obsessed with TV and film,’
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Heidi Ruggier
Photo and stills by Matte PR

apply for the job I did, and I wouldn’t have met the people

donation room. On days when she finished her shift early,

I did. So it all worked out the way it was meant to.’

she would spend the remainder of the day inside the

Upon graduation, Ruggier had a tough time deciding on
a home base. ‘I was this close to staying in Malta,’ she says,
squinting to emphasise the point. ‘I came back to Canada

‘After a couple of weeks, I basically had a little store going,’
Ruggier says. ‘People would come into the centre and I

having a meaningful career – it made sense to do that here.

would get to know them and I would be like “Yes, I have the

My parents were so supportive of me, it was important

best sweater for you, come!” Or “I have an amazing pair of

that I was somewhere close to them. But I always think

shoes or jeans for you.” I always loved fashion and putting

about eventually going back. Maybe one day down the

together looks and outfits. And I knew I liked doing PR. So

road I will.’ At this point, visits every one or two years keep

there it was. That was what I was going to do – fashion PR.’

her in touch with the island and the family she has here.

FROM MENTEE TO MENTOR

Unwilling to wait for the ‘perfect gig’ to come along, she

With newfound clarity, Ruggier set the ball rolling on

jumped straight into the fray. ‘I got a job in marketing at a

making the right career turn. ‘I literally sat down and just

chiropractic clinic. It wasn’t what I wanted to do, but I was still

googled fashion PR,’ she laughs. ‘That’s how I found Nina

trying to figure out what that was anyway,’ she remembers.

Budman. She was a mentor at the Toronto Fashion Incubator.’

‘A few months in, I got the clinic a few stories including

Ruggier called up Budman’s office and asked if they were

the front page of the local paper. I loved the process of

taking on interns. From there, she was off to the races. ‘Nina

creating something, letting the media know, and seeing the

really invested time teaching her team. She also started

initiative in print. And then it clicked. “Hey! I’m doing PR.”’

teaching me the business side of things and how to develop

The focus for Ruggier’s PR path – art, fashion, food –

new businesses. During the internship, I ended up finding

came from an equally unlikely source. Influenced by the

a client for the company, a client we still support now, and

sociology side of her degree, she started volunteering at

Nina was like “OK kid, you’re hired” and that was it.’

a homeless drop-in centre. ‘People could come in, get a

Alumni

looks, and merchandising pieces into a curated selection.

because ultimately if I wanted to be close to my family while

The move back to Toronto demanded experimentation.
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clothing room sorting through clothes, putting together

Now about five years later, Ruggier sits in the boss’s chair.

meal, a change of clothes, and other things they needed. I

Tragically, Nina passed away in 2016 and Ruggier was there

wanted to see if I liked being in that kind of environment

to take up the mantle to keep the company torch aflame,

and working in that line,’ she says. Weeks into the job,

renaming the business Matte PR. ‘Nina had a profound

Ruggier found herself gravitating towards the messy clothes

impact on me,’ she acknowledges. ‘Nina connected me with

her extraordinary colleagues, and

We needed to take that amazing

a company culture that is truly

some of them still look out for me.

infrastructure built around media

collaborative and open. Our team

I’m grateful. The lesson I learnt from

relations and extend the offering to

also benefits from being composed

them is you can do amazing things

include digital services such as social

of people from diverse backgrounds.

through collaboration, and great things

media, e-commerce, and content

Toronto is so multicultural, you walk

happen when projects have multiple

production.’ She also wanted to put

around and everyone is represented.

generations involved. You benefit

her mark on the brand. ‘I wanted to

It’s awesome. However, a lot of PR

from the unbridled exuberance of the

share parts of the arts and culture

agencies do not reflect that diversity

young combined with the experience

landscape that I think are cool and

in their staff makeup. Mine does. PR

and wisdom of those who have been

reflect my personal taste.’ This train

is often the last line before something

in the game for a while. It’s very

of thought led to the birth of Glossi

gets released to the public, so I believe

important that different generations

Mag, Matte PR’s online publication.

you need a diverse team looking at

‘Nina also taught me how

‘Glossi was really somewhere
we could get more creative, more

how you engage the public to make
sure you’re not making any missteps.’
The fruits of that valuable network

important it is to work with people

abstract, more avant garde,’ Ruggier

who come through your door and

explains. ‘Glossi is the yin to Matte

can be seen in her latest venture,

help them move towards a career

PR’s yang. On Matte PR’s channels

co-founding a non-profit organisation

that they want to have,’ she adds.

we speak from a business perspective

called House of Neighbours. Created

Mentorship was a pillar for the

and showcase our clients, in Glossi

as a response to COVID-19, the

company when Budman was at the

we write for an audience of creatives,

grassroots initiative partnered with

helm and still is, as evidenced by

profile artists, and design that inspires

Centennial College and delivered

Ruggier’s other roles as advisor with

us. Glossi is a space where we

fresh food baskets to vulnerable

the Ryerson University’s School of

connect with like-minded individuals.’

families affected by the pandemic.

Fashion Program and mentor for
the Toronto Fashion Incubator.

This focus on people is something

During her interview she mulled

Ruggier refers to and points back

over the advice key to her success.

to time and time again. ‘The people

‘Listen to your gut. Listen to your

Ruggier has tackled lots more

on Matte PR’s team are amazing.

intuition. Listen to the talent around

challenges. ‘The business model I

I’m so lucky,’ she gushes. ‘It’s really

you,’ Ruggier says. ‘That’s all there is,

inherited was not built around digital.

important to me that I create

right? Then do what you believe.’

Since taking on the role of CEO,

Alumni

work together,’ Ruggier emphasises.
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TO-DO LIST

Brighter
days ahead
PODCAST

The Truth

BOOK

MOVIE

Consider the Lobster
and Other Essays by
David Foster Wallace

The Fall

Wallace excels
at bringing out
ethical and moral
questions humans
often don't take into
consideration when
consuming animals,
eliciting a strong sense
of self-examination.
The other essays are
no different.

TV

#ShineAtUM
What is it like to be
targeted by phishing
robocalls? What if
dating profiles were
like museums? Great
voice actors and
rich sound libraries
will help you feel
like you are right in
the middle of the
characters’ worlds.

This gripping psychological thriller revolves around
a series of murders in Belfast, and the dynamics
between the killer and detective keeps the tensions
high at all times!

YOUTUBE CHANNEL

A graduate in medicine,
Ali Abdaal shares his
experience working as
a junior doctor with the
NHS. You will also catch
him making videos
on studying and the
occasional tech review.

100 Humans
One hundred individuals from diverse backgrounds
participate in playful experiments, busting myths,
competing, and searching for happiness.
INSTAGRAM

MUSIC

biodivlibrary

To-do list

An aptly titled album
for these times, Junk
Food is Easy Life's
third EP. Alternative
has never sounded
more jazzy and witty.
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This account is
a free and open
access digital
library of delightful
botanical and
animal illustrations.

UM +
 um.edu.mt/n/play

